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EXPLANATORY NOTE

The purpose of this Index is to make available to the legal profession of the State of Washington the leading legal periodical literature published in the English language during the past law review year. An attempt has been made to select the material which appears to be of interest to the judge, the attorney, and the law professor. In this respect special attention is called to the "Washington Cases" title where all notes, published during the past year, discussing Washington cases are collected.

Legal periodicals are constantly receiving added attention from courts and attorneys because they constitute the most recent, scholarly, and unbiased analyses of the current trends and developments in the law. In one respect law reviews may be considered as the advance sheets of legal textbooks, as it is through this channel that many experts in their respective fields critically analyze the current decisions and legislation, developing the ideas and theories which, later, are embodied in the standard legal treatises.

All articles cited in this Index are available at the University of Washington Law Library. Subject to the paramount needs of the Law School, judges and attorneys living outside of Seattle may obtain them on a loan basis for a period of one week, subject to renewal, upon assuming the transportation costs and risk of loss. Attorneys living in Seattle are urged to use the law reviews at the Law Library only.

Copyright, 1937
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A SELECTED INDEX

Accounting

In General—

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:

Public Accountants—


Securities Act—


Adm. of Debtors’ Est. 

See Bankruptcy.

Adm. of Estates

See also Ex’rs & Adm’rs; Probate Law; Trusts and Trustees.

Assets—


Creditors’ claims—

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS ON— (March, 1937) 22 Iowa L. Rev. 557-64. Notes: The Application of Statutes of Limitations Which Limit Creditor’s Claims Against Decedent’s Estates.

Administrative Law—

In General—


Administrative courts—


JUDICIAL REVIEW—See that heading this title.

Investigating powers— See that title.

Judicial review—


FINDINGS OF FACT—ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION— (Feb., 1936) 22 Cornell L. Q. 349-78.
INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS


Rate orders—In General—

Rate orders—Federal control over state rate orders—

National Adjustment Board—
See Interstate Commerce.

National Labor Relations Act—
See Labor Law.

Officers—
Tort liability of—

Public utility commissions—
State—See Public Utilities.

Radio programs—
Regulation of—See Radio Law.

Supreme Court and—
(Jan. 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 1-42. R. Oppenheimer, The Supreme Court and Administrative Law.

Admiralty Law

Carriage of Goods by Sea Act—

Federal liability laws—
Amendments to—

Inexperienced seamen—
Duty to warn and instruct—

Mutiny—
At the dock—

Salvage—
Rights of vessels and aircraft—
(April, 1937) 8 J. of Air Law, 159-90. A. W. Knauth, Salvage as Between Vessels and Aircraft.

Adultery—

Agency

Employees, who are—
In General—“Right to control”—

Life insurance solicitors—

Fraud of agent—
Principal’s liability for—

Infant principals—
Liability for torts of agent—

Personal service contracts—
Negative covenants—Enforcement of—

Specific performance of—


Presumption of agency—
From operation of car—See automobiles.

Vicarious liability—
In General—

Family car doctrine—See automobiles.

Air Law

In General—
Bibliography of periodicals:

Flight by aircraft—

**DAMAGES**—
(Dec. 1936) 48 Juridical Rev. 365-72.

G. R. THOMSON, *Damage Caused by Aircraft*.

**LEGAL STATUS OF**—


**PROPERTY RIGHTS VS.**—
(April, 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 572-85.

Notes: Aeronautics—Property Rights in the Air Column—Flight by Aircraft as Constituting Trespass or Nuisance.

**TRESPASS**—
(Dec. 1936) 31 Ill. L. Rev. 499-505.

Notes and Comments: L. GREEN, *Trespass by Aircraft*.

Radio law—
See that title.

American Law Inst.

**Restatements**—
See various subjects covered by.

**Anti-trust Laws**

**Aluminum industry**—
(Feb. 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 269-92.

Notes: *The Aluminum Industry: An Anti-Trust Experience*.

**Amendments proposed**—
See Proposed Revisions this title.

**Freight discrimination**—
*BASING-POINT AND FREIGHT-ZONE PRICE SYSTEMS*—


**Price discrimination**—
*RELATION OF ANTI-TRUST LAWS TO*—
(June, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Probs. 301-19.


**Proposed revisions**—


**Sugar industry**—
(Nov. 1936) 31 Ill. L. Rev. 320-49.

S. MERMIN: *Sugar: A Rugged Collectivist*.

**Sugar Institute Decisions**—
(June, 1936) 46 Yale L. J. 1339-72.


(Dec. 1936) 48 Yale L. J. 228-54.


**Trade regulation**—
See also that title.

**Appeal and Error**

**In General**

**Affirmance without opinion**—

P. MARCUS, *Affirmance without Opinion*.

**Appellate review**—
**EVIDENCE**—
(Sept. 1936) 24 Calif. L. Rev. 733-5.

Recent Decisions: *Inyo Chemical Co. v. Los Angeles* (1936) 5 Cal. (2d) 535; 55 P. (2d) 850; *Southern Pacific Co. v. Los Angeles* (1936) 5 Cal. (2d) 545, 55 P. (2d) 847.

**FINDINGS OF FACT**—
(Feb. 1937) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 190-217.


**Records on appeal**—
(Nov. 1936) 36 Colum. L. Rev. 1133-41.

Notes: *Form and Scope of Trial Record on Appeal*.


F. F. STONE, *The Record on Appeal in Civil Cases*.

Federal

No entries.

State

**Illinois**—

**Proposed Revisions in Appeal**—


**Massachusetts District Courts**—


L. B. NEWMAN, *Appellate Review in the District Courts of Massachusetts*.

**Arbitration**

**In General**

**BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:**


**Arrest**

**Force in making**—

Notes: A. CLARK, *The Use of Force in Making an Arrest*. 
Attachments

Stock—
Situs for purposes of—
Notes: Situs of Stock for Purpose of Attachment.

Attorney and Client

Advice to young attorneys—
Entering practice—

Vision and workmanship—
Z. CHAFEE, Vision and Workmanship.
(An address.)

Corporate clients—
(April, 1937) 11 Temple L. Qu. 291-313.
N. B. WILLIAMS, The Lawyer and Corporate Clients.

Indorsement—
Power to indorse client's check—
(Nov. 1936) 41 Comm. L. J. 502-4. J. H. GRIMM, Right of an Attorney to Indorse His Client's Name to a Check.

Legal profession—
See that title.

Practice of law—
In General—Bibliography of periodicals:
UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE NEWS (American Bar Association Committee on Unauthorized Practice of the Law) 1140 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois. Monthly, December, 1934 to date.

In General—

Before administrative bodies—See individual bodies.

Defined—

Drafting instruments—

Good will court—

Laymen—Missouri—Clark v. Austin—

Regulation—Inherent power of court to—

Regulations—Rules of court—

Attractive nuisances

In General—
Louisiana—

Wisconsin—

Automobile law

Accession—

Accidents—
In General—
(April, 1937) 2 Peabody L. Rev. 1-6. R. H. HARRIS, After the Accident—Law.

Pennsylvania—
(June, 1936) 41 Dickinson L. Rev. 213-24. J. D. McHUGH, After the Automobile Accident in Pennsylvania.

Clear distance statutes—
Ohio—

Family car doctrine—

Financial protection—
In General—

Classification of statutes—
INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS

FOREIGN STATUTES—

MICHIGAN STATUTES—

STATE STATUTES IN GENERAL—

Guest passengers—

Guest statutes—
In General—

In General—Washington—

CONSTITUTIONALITY—
(Nov. 1936) 12 Notre Dame Law. 72-6. A. W. BRICK, JR., Automobiles—Liability of Private Owner or Operator to Occupant—Care Required and Liability in General.

Intoxicated drivers—
Homicide by—

Liability insurance—
See FINANCIAL PROTECTION this title.

Liability legislation—
See FINANCIAL PROTECTION this title.

Non-resident motorists—
(April, 1937) 1 Md. L. Rev. 222-30. J. M. MULLEN, Jurisdiction over Non-Resident Motorists for Suits Arising from Local Accidents.


Ownership—
STATUTES REGULATING—MICHIGAN—

Presumptions—
Agency from operation—

Sales of—
See SALES.

Sleeping drivers—
(March, 1937) 22 Iowa L. Rev. 525-42. J. A. APPLEMAN, Sleeping at the Wheel.

Bailments

Carriers—
See that title.

Bank Nights
See LOTTERIES.

Bankruptcy

In General—
See also INSOLVENCY.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:
AMERICAN BANKRUPTCY REVIEW (American Bankruptcy Review, Inc.) 11 West 42nd Street, New York City. Monthly, August, 1924 to date.


CHANGING DESIGN OF—

Amendments—
See Proposed Revisions this title.

Appeals—

(May, 1937) 42 Comm. L. J. 131-4. R. G. HUNT, Appeals from the District Court to the Circuit Courts of Appeal in Bankruptcy Cases.

Assets of bankrupt—
EXEMPTIONS—See that title.

LiFE INSURANCE AS—

Chandler Bill
See also same heading under CORPORATE REORGAN.—BANKRUPTCY.

INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS


Co-debtor in—
See also CORPORATE REORGAN.; and INSOLVENCY.

How treated—

Contingent claims—

Creditors claims—
See various types of claims this title.

Essentials of bankruptcy—

Exemptions—
See that title.

Frazier-Lemke Acts—
CONSTITUTIONALITY—


Guarantors —
See Co-debtor this title.

Municipal corporations—
DEBT RELIEF—See CORPORATE REORGAN.

Reorganization—
See CORPORATE REORGAN.—BANKRUPTCY.

Secured claims—
EQUITABLE LIENS AND PLEDGES—

Sureties—
See also Co-debtor this title.

Banks and Banking

Bankruptcy reorganization—
ELIGIBLE FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS—See CORPORATE REORGAN.—BANKRUPTCY.

Deposit insurance—
(Feb. 1937) 9 Miss. L. J. 257-76. O. C. SNYDER, Safeguarding the People's Savings—A Challenge to the Law.

Directors—
LIABILITY OF—

Federal Reserve Act—
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF AMENDMENTS—

National banks—
In General—

Savings banks—
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:
SAVINGS BANK JOURNAL (Natamsa Publishing Co.) 110 E. 42nd Street, New York City. Monthly, March, 1920 to date.
ASSOCIATION NEWS BULLETIN (Savings Bank Association—State of New York) 110 E. 42nd Street, New York City. Monthly, 1934 to date.

Bar Associations

Integration—
BY COURT RULES—

Baseball Law

Organized baseball—

Bills and Notes
See also NEGOTIABLE INST.

Blood Tests

In General—
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:
BANKING LAW JOURNAL (Banking Law Journal) 465 Main Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Monthly, May, 1889 to date.
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Blue Sky Laws See Securities Regulation.

Bonds and Bondholders

Gold clauses in— See Money.


Remedies under— (Dec. 1936) 22 Cornell L. Qu. 64-82; (March, 1937) 2 Legal Notes on Local Govt. 261-71. J. PERSHING, Revenue Bond Remedies.


Briefing Service


Bulk Sales


Carriers

Interstate — Regulation of — See Interstate Carriers.

Intrastate — Regulation of — See Public Utilities.

Shipping damages — In General — Bibliography of Periodicals:


Chattel Mortgages


Child Labor

See Labor Law.

Common Law

See also Jurisprudence.

Community Property

In General — California — (April, 1937) 12 (Calif.) St. Bar J. 84-90. E. WINTERER, Mysteries and Delusions of Community Property.

Conflict of laws and — (June & Nov. 1936) 11 Wash. L. Rev. 121-33, 212-34. C. HOROWITZ, Conflict of Law Problems in Community Property.

Comparative Law

In General — Bibliography of Articles:


Legal Periodicals and — See preceding article.

Jurisprudence — See that title.
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Legislation—
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:

Conditional Sales—
KENTUCKY—
MARYLAND—
(April, 1937) 1 Md. L. Rev. 187-221. B. M. ARNOLD, Conditional Sales of Chattels in Maryland.

Assignments of—
As COLLATERAL SECURITY—

Bankruptcy reorganization—

Conflict of Laws—
DEVELOPMENTS DURING PAST FIFTY YEARS—

DEVELOPMENTS DURING 1935-36—

DEVELOPMENTS SINCE RESTATEMENT—

Administrative determinations—
See ADMINISTRATIVE LAW.

Alimony decrees—
See DIVORCE.

Beale, Joseph Henry—

Characterization—

(April, 1937) 53 Law Qu. Rev. 235-58. J. D. FALCONBRIDGE, Characterization in the Conflict of Laws. (To be continued.)

Foreign actions—
CREDIT GIVEN—STATUTORY ACTIONS BETWEEN SPOUSES—

Foreign judgments—
ALIMONY—See DIVORCE.

Confiscatory decrees of Russian government—

Discriminatory German decrees—

Tax judgments—See that heading this title.

Full faith and credit—
See various types of foreign acts, judgments, decrees, etc., this title.

Garnishments—
FEDERAL INTERPLEADER ACT AND—

Jurisdiction—
PERSONS—ALIENAGE AS BASIS FOR—

Personal property—
JURISDICTION OVER—See PERSONAL PROPERTY.

Tax judgments—
FULL FAITH AND CREDIT—

Wrongful death statutes—
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Conspiracy
Criminal syndicalism—
See that title.

Elements of—
AGREEMENT AS—
(June, 1937) 28 Va. L. Rev. 898-912.
T. W. COUSENS, Agreement as an Element in Conspiracy.

Constitutional Law
In General
Trade regulation—
CONSTITUTIONALITY IN THREE FEDERAL SYSTEMS—
(June, 1937) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 618-45.
Notes: Unconstitutionality and Free Trade in Three Federal Systems.

Foreign
British—
ABDICATION OF EDWARD VIII—
P. WEIDENBAUM, British Constitutional Law and the Recent Crisis.

German—
DICTATORSHIP AND THE CONSTITUTION—
(June, 1937) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 537-74.

United States
Note: Most constitutional questions are indexed under the respective subjects in which they arise.

In General—
DECISIONS, REVIEWS OF—
(Nov. 1936) 25 Georgetown L. J. 95-105.
Comments: The Supreme Court of the United States.
C. E. CARPENTER, Current Constitutional Law Decisions of the United States Supreme Court.
(Nov. 1936) 85 U. of Pa. L. Rev. 27-79.
O. K. FRAENKEL, Constitutional Issues in the Supreme Court.
R. E. CUSHMAN, Constitutional Law in 1935-36.

MODERN TRENDS IN DECISIONS—
(Nov. 1936) 25 Georgetown L. J. 3-47.
J. R. PENNOCK, From Rule to Discretion.

PHILOSOPHY OF AMERICAN GOVERNMENT—
C. MANION, Two Preambles: A Distinction between Form and Substance.

THEORY—COURT AND CONSTITUTION AS SYMBOLS—
(June, 1937) 46 Yale L. J. 1290-1319.
M. LERNER, Constitution and Court as Symbols.

A. A. A. case—
FOUNDING FATHERS AND—

Abolition of civil actions—
ANTI-HEART BALM STATUTES—See DOMESTIC RELATIONS.
GUEST PASSENGER STATUTES—See AUTOMOBILES.

Child labor—
See LABOR LAW.

Civil liberties—
JUDICIAL REVIEW AND—
(May, 1937) 6 Brooklyn L. Rev. 409-22.
O. K. FRAENKEL, Judicial Review and Civil Liberties.

Class legislation—
See also EQUAL PROTECTION this title.

ANOTHER TWILIGHT ZONE—
F. E. HORACK and M. E. WELSH, Special Legislation: Another Twilight Zone.

Commerce power—
See INTERSTATE COMMERCE.

Common law—
OF THE CONSTITUTION—
(April, 1937) 15 Tex. L. Rev. 317-42.

Delegation of power—
FEDERAL RESERVE ACT—

LEgISLATIVE—IN GENERAL—
O. D. WEEKS, Legislative Power versus Delegated Legislative Power.

LEgISLATIVE—TO PRIVATE PARTIES—
(March, 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 447-51.
Notes: Delegation of Power to Private Parties.

Due process—
EVOLUTION OF—
T. J. PITTS, Evolution of Due Process Clause in the Constitution.

LABOR TREATIES AND—
(March, 1937) 6 Brooklyn L. Rev. 338-49.
A. C. WEINFELD, Labor Treaties and the Due Process Clause.

PROCEDURAL—TRIAL BY JURY—See JURY TRIALS.

Equal protection clause—
CLASS LEGISLATION—See that heading this title.

CORPORATION TAXPAYERS—
J. B. SHOLLEY, Corporate Taxpayers and the Equal Protection Clause.
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Federal lands—
  JURISDICTION OVER—
  (July, 1936) 24 Calif. L. Rev. 573-93.
  H. R. FIELD, Jurisdiction over Nationally Owned Areas within the States.

Federal system—
  COOPERATION IN—See NATIONAL-STATE COOP.

Flag salute—
  (Nov. 1936) 16 Bost. U. L. Rev. 803-44.

Frazier-Lemke Acts—
  See BANKRUPTCY LAW.

Full faith and credit—
  See CONFLICT OF LAWS.

Gold clauses—
  See MONEY.

Intergovernmental cooperation—
  See NATIONAL-STATE COOP. and INTERSTATE COOPERATION.

Intergovernmental taxation—
  See TAXATION—IN GENERAL.

Interstate commerce—
  See that title.

Interstate compacts—
  See INTERSTATE COOPERATION.

Intoxicating liquors—
  REGULATION OF—See TRADE REGULATION.

Irreparable injury in—

Judicial review—
  See that title.

Jurisprudence—
  CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES AND—

Jury trials—
  See that title.

Minimum wage laws—
  See LABOR LAW.

National-state cooperation—
  See that title.

Old-age pensions—
  RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT—See INTERSTATE CARRIERS.

Pardoning power—
  See CRIM. L. & PROC.

Price regulation—
  See INTERSTATE COMMERCE; LABOR LAW; PUBLIC UTILITIES; TRADE REGULATION.

Prison-made goods—
  CONSTITUTIONALITY OF ACTS DIVESTING GOODS OF INTERSTATE CHARACTER—
  (Nov. 1936) 5 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 100-11.


Privileges or immunities—
  (Sept. 1936) 24 Calif. L. Rev. 728-32. Comment: W. W. GODWARD, Constitutional Law—Privileges or Immunities Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Proposed amendments—
  (Nov. 1936) 11 Temple L. Qu. 28-45. J. TANGER, Recent Proposals to Amend the Constitution of the United States.

SUPREME COURT—See that title.

Radio—
  FEDERAL CONTROL OVER—See RADIO LAW.

“Reference” legislation—

Rules of court—
  See COURTS.

Separations of powers—
  See also GOVERNMENT.
  IN GENERAL—
  (Feb. 1937) 14 Tenn. L. Rev. 390-405.
  S. A. MacCORKLE, The Separation of Powers.

Sovereign immunity—
  See that title.

Special legislation—
  See CLASS LEGISLATION this title.

Spending power of Congress—
  ASSISTANCE TO STATES UNDER COMMERCE POWER—
  (Feb. 1937) 9 Rocky Mt. L. Rev. 101-17.
  A. R. HUMBERT and F. F. STONE, Congressional Assistance to the States Under the Commerce Power.

LIMITATIONS ON—
  (April, 1936 & 1937) 10 Tulane L. Rev. 446-51, 11 Ibid., 451-68. Comments: M. S. STEEG, JR., Limitations on the Congressional Power to Spend.

LOANS AND GRANTS TO MUNICIPALITIES FOR POWER PLANTS—See MUNIC. POWER DEVEL.—FEDERAL SUBSIDIES.

SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY TO SUITS TO ENJOIN—
  (April, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 956-63. Notes: Sovereign Immunity in Suits to Enjoin the Enforcement of Unconstitutional Legislation.

State—

States’ rights v. nationalism—

Statutes—

Suits to Enjoin—See Sovereign Immunity.

Taxation—
IN GENERAL—See that title.

Taxes—
LABOR TAXES—See LABOR LAW.

Tentative—

Twilight zones—

Unconstitutional statutes—


Construction Contracts

Performance—

Plans and specifications—

Contracts

In General—


Building contracts—See Construction Contracts.

Charitable subscriptions—See Consideration this title.

Conditions—

Consideration—


Discharges and modifications—See Discharges this title.


Discharges—

Duress—
ECONOMIC—See Economic Duress.

Exculpation clauses—See Exculpation, Law of.

Formation—
INTERFERENCE WITH—See Torts—Contract Relations.

Fraudulent misrepresentations—See Fraud & Deceit.

Gold clauses—See Money.

Impossibility—

Lotteries—See that title.
Mutuality by implication—
(Nov. 1936) 11 St. John’s L. Rev. 51-76.
F. A. WHITNEY, Implying a Promise to Establish Mutuality.

Offers—
MISTAKES BY TELEGRAPH COMPANY—

Releases—

Rewards—
REVOCATION OF—
(March, 1937) 71 U. S. L. Rev. 132-6. Notes and Comment:
Revocation of Offer of Reward.

Seals—
NEW YORK STATUTES—

Textbooks—
WILLISTON’S NEW EDITION—
(Dec. 1936) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 30-44. M. P. SHARP, WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS.

Third party beneficiaries—
IN GENERAL—

ALTERATION BY CONTRACTING PARTIES—

LOUISIANA—
(Dec. 1936) 11 Tulane L. Rev. 18-58. J. D. SMITH, Third Party Beneficiaries in Louisiana: The Stipulation Pour AUTRUT.

Contribution

Joint tortfeasors—

Cooperative Assns.

Incorporation statutes—
OREGON—

Conveyancing

See also future interests; real property.

After-acquired title—
Pennsylvania—

Boundaries—
LOCATION OF—TEXAS—
(April, 1937) 15 Tex. L. Rev. 300-16. W. R. WATKINS. The Constitutional Power of the Texas Supreme Court to Determine the Location of Boundaries.

Cotenancy—
EXCESSIVE CONVEYANCES BY ONE—

Escrow deeds—
RIGHT OF THIRD PERSONS—

Real covenants—
See rights in land.

Sales of land—
CONDITIONS IN—
(Sept. & Dec. 1936; March & —, 1937) 1 Conveyancer (N.S.) 3-29, 116-35, 230-60. O. E. WALFORD, Conditions of Sales of Land. (To be continued.)

Seisin—
LIVERY OF—
(July, 1936) 52 Law Qu. Rev. 345-64. S. E. THORNE, Livery of Seisin.

Title Insurance—
TORRENS SYSTEM AND—

Corporate Reorgan. In General

Authority to—
POWER OF MAJORITY TO REORGANIZE BY TRANSFERRING ASSETS—

Bibliography of periodicals—
CORPORATE REORGANIZATIONS (Corporate Reorganizations) 11 W. 42nd Street, New York City. Monthly, August, 1934 to date.
Cumulative preferred stock—
Scaling-down Arrearages on—
(June, 1937) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 645-57.
Notes: Scaling-Down of Arrearages on Cumulative Preferred Stock.

Foreclosures and—
(Nov. 1936) 31 Ill. L. Rev. 287-319. N. W. MacCHESNEY and E. M. LEESMAN, Mortgages, Foreclosures and Reorganizations.

Securities Act and—

Tax-free exchanges—
In General—

Pyramiding Gains and Losses through—

Tort claims—
(Nov. 1936) 22 Iowa L. Rev. 60-105. F. C. UNDERHAY, Tort Claims in Receiverships and Reorganizations.

Bankruptcy

In General—
An Appraisal of—

First Four Years of—

Chandler Bill—
See also same heading under Bankruptcy.


Co-debtors in—
See also Bankruptcy; Insolvency.

In General—
(Jan. 1937) 35 Mich. L. Rev. 432-41. H. KRIPKE, Collateral Liabilities Under Section 77B.

Collateral attacks—
(June, 1937) 85 U. of Pa. L. Rev. 827-42.

Notes: Collateral Attack Upon Decrees, Orders and Findings of a 77B Court.

Conditional vendors—

Eligible corporations—
In General—
(Jan. 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 144-61. L. M. TONDELL, JR., Corporations Eligible for Relief Under Section 77B.

Financial associations—

Landlord’s claims under 77B—
(March, 1937) 22 Iowa L. Rev. 550-7.
Notes: Provability of Landlord’s Claims Under §77B of the Bankruptcy Act.

Mortgage foreclosure—

(April, 1937) 31 Ill. L. Rev. 1114-22. Recent Cases: Mortgages—State Foreclosures and Reorganization.

Municipalities—
Ashton Case—


State Control of Dis dissenting minorities—
(April, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 946-56, continued in (May, 1937) 2 Legal Notes on Local Govt. 332-8. Notes: State Control of Dissenting Minority Creditors in Municipal Debt Readjustments.

Non-assenting creditors—

Plans—
Fairness of—

New Haven Railroad plan—See Railroad Reorganization, this title.

Priority of claims—
Notes: Priority Claims Under Section 77B of Bankruptcy Act.

Railroad reorganizations—
Interstate Commerce Commission and—
(March, 1937) 5 Geo. Wash. L. Rev.

Multiple Incorporation as a Form of Reorganization—
(June, 1937) 46 Yale L. J. 1370-86. Comments: Multiple Incorporation as a Form of Railroad Organization.

New Haven Railroad Plan—

Secured claims—
Conditional vendors—

Functional Analysis Of—

**Corporations**

**In General**—

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:

CORPORATE PRACTICE REVIEW (Corporate Practice Publishing Co.) 60 E. 42nd Street, New York City. Monthly, Nov. 1928 to date.


THE CORPORATION JOURNAL (The Corporation Trust Co.) 120 Broadway, New York City. Monthly (except July, August and September) 1908 to date.

THE NATIONAL CORPORATION REPORTER, 555, 111 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Ill. Weekly, Sept. 13, 1890 to date.

Attachment of stock—

Attorneys—

CORPORATE CLIENTS AND—

Charter amendments—
Alteration of redemption features of preferred stock by—

Effect on assenting stockholders—

Power of state to amend—Limitations on—

Power of state to amend—Regulation by—
(Oct. 1937) 9 Rocky Mt. L. Rev. 178-84. Comments: P. GREGG, The Trend—Regulation of Corporations Through the Reserved Power to Amend, Alter or Repeal the Corporate Charter.

Recapitalization by—

Cooperative associations—
See that title.

**Corporate entity**—

Disregarding—In general—

(Feb. & April, 1937) 1 Peabody L. Rev. 84-92, 2 Ibid., 7-12. C. E. GURNEY, Behind the Corporate Screen.

Disregarding—Question of law or fact—
(April, 1937) 11 St. John’s L. Rev. 294-302. Notes and Comments: S. SAXON, Is the Problem of Disregarding the Corporate Entity More a Question of Fact than of Law?

Cumulative preferred stock—
Scaling-down arrearages on—

Cumulative voting—
Election of directors—

**Definitions**—

Capital—Capital stock—Stock—

Directors—
Use of knowledge gained while a director—
(May, 1937) 9 Miss. L. J. 427-54. L. B. LAKE, The Use for Personal Profit of Knowledge Gained While a Director.

Dissolved corporations—
Choses in action of—
(May, 1937) 9 Miss. L. J. 455-79. U. R. MILLER, The Status of Choses in Action of Dissolved but Unadministered Corpora-
Dividends—

DELETION OF ASSETS—
Notes: C. C. WILLIAMS, JR., Dividends from Wasting Assets Corporations.

Estoppel—

DOCTRINE AS APPLIED TO CORPORATION CONTRACTS—
(Sept. 1936) 2 J. Marsh. L. Qu. 76-84.

Federal licensing bill—

Foreign—

BRAZILIAN—

SERVICE BASED UPON SOLICITATION—
(April, 1937) 35 Mich. L. Rev. 969-76.

Foreign actions against—

Burdens on Interstate Commerce—
Ed. Notes: The Commerce Clause as a Limitation Upon Imported Actions.

Incorporation statutes—

DEVELOPMENTS DURING PAST FIFTY YEARS—
(Nov. 1936) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 27-59.

FEDERAL TAXATION VERSUS—
(April, 1937) 12 Wis. L. Rev. 280-312.
G. S. HILLS, Federal Taxation vs. Corporation Law.

RECENT TRENDS—
W. B. RUTLEDGE, JR., Significant Trends in Modern Incorporation Statutes.

Parent-Subsidiary liability—

STATUTE AS ANSWER TO—
Comments: E. R. LATTY, Corporation Statutes as the Answer to Parent-Subsidiary Liability.

SUBSIDIARY'S OBLIGATIONS—

Preferred stock—

ALTERATION OF REDEMPTION FEATURES—

Promoters—

ACCOUNTABILITY FOR PROFITS—
(Jan. 1937) 12 Wash. L. Rev. 30-5. Comments: M. GERSHON, Accountability of Promoters to the Corporation for Profits.

CONTROL OF PROFITS—
C. Mcgowan, Legal Control of Corporate Promoters' Profits.

Securities Act and—
(Nov. 1936) 25 Calif. L. Rev. 66-79.
B. Macchesney, The Securities Act and the Promoter.

Reorganization of—
See CORPORATE REORGAN.

Securities regulation—
See that title.

Stock—

TRANSFERS AT COMMON LAW AND UNDER UNIFORM ACT—

TREASURY—LEGAL STATUS OF—
Notes: The Legal Status of Treasury Shares.

Stockholders' Liability—

FOREIGN ENFORCEMENT OF—
(Nov. 1936) 36 Colum. L. Rev. 1108-21.
Notes: Foreign Enforcement of Stockholders' Liability.

WATERED STOCK—EFFECT OF STATUTE DECLARING VOID—
Comments: Corporations—Statutes Declaring Watered Stock Void—Effect Upon the Stockholders' Liability to Creditors.

Stockholders—

POWER TO TRANSFER STOCK ON BOOKS—

Stockholders' Suits—

IN GENERAL—
H. BERLACK, Stockholders' Suits: A Possible Substitute.

CAPACITY OF PLAINTIFF TO TERMINATE—
C. B. McLaUGHLIN, Capacity of Plaintiff-Stockholder to Terminate a Stockholders' Suit.

Taxation—

IN GENERAL—See that title.

Transfer of Assets—

MAJORITY'S POWER TO REORGANIZE BY—
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MINORITY'S POWER TO PREVENT—
(Feb. 1937) 21 Marquette L. Rev. 84-86.
Note: T. J. BERGEN, Corporations—Transfer of Assets—Protests by Minority Stockholders.

Trust Fund doctrine—
UNPAID STOCK SUBSCRIPTIONS AND—
Notes: The Trust Fund Doctrine—Liability of Stockholders on Unpaid Stock Subscriptions.

Trust indentures—
See TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES—CORPORATE TRUST INDENTURES.

Ultra Vires—
CONTRACTS—MARYLAND—

Watered Stock—
EFFECT OF STATUTE DECLARING VOID—

Counties

Government—
See MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT.

Courts

Judgments—
See that title.

Judicial review—
See that title.

Judges—
See that title.

Rules of court—
POWER TO MAKE—
(Feb. 1937) 9 Rocky Mt. L. Rev. 122-37.
REGULATION OF PRACTICE OF LAW BY—
See ATTORNEY AND CLIENT.
REGULATION OF PROCEDURE BY—CONSTITUTIONALITY—
Notes: Constitutional Law—Regulation of Court Procedure, Pleading and Practice by Rules of Court.

Federal

Criminal procedure—
See CRIM. L. & PROC.

Jurisdiction—
See PRACTICE & PROCEDURE—FEDERAL.

Supreme Court—
IN GENERAL—See that title.

State

Judicial integration—
WASHINGTON—
(Feb. 1937) 20 J. Am. Jud. Soc. 187-8. Seek Judicial Integration in Washington State. (Note: This is a favorable comment upon former President L. R. Hamblen's Address to the Bar Association.)

Jurisdiction—
ENFORCEMENT OF FEDERAL MONETARY CLAIMS—
See NATIONAL-STATE COOP.

Justice courts—
See MUNICIPAL COURTS.

Covenants

Real covenants—
See RIGHTS IN LAND.

Credit Transactions

Agriculture—
See CROP FINANCING this title.

Assignments of rent—
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF—NEW YORK—
R. ABELOW, An Historical Analysis of Assignments of Rent in New York.

Bailment leases—
PENNSYLVANIA LIMITATIONS ON—

Chattel mortgages—
See that title.

Conditional sales—
See that title.

Crop financing—
AGREEMENTS TO—
PRODUCTION ADVANCES—PREPAYMENT OF PURCHASE PRICE—
(April, 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 630-47.
Notes: The Effect of Prepayment Upon the Buyer's Right to the Goods.

Equitable liens and pledges—
IN GENERAL—SECURITY AND BANKRUPTCY LAW—
(April, 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 621-30.
Notes: Equitable Liens and Pledges: A Study in Security and Bankruptcy Law.

Intangible collateral—
See also PLEDGES.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE—WASHINGTON—
(June, 1936) 11 Wash. L. Rev. 134-50.

Mortgages—See that title.

Pledges—See that title.

Suretyship—See that title.

Trust deeds—See Mortgages.

Trust receipts—See that title.


Crim. L. & Proc.

In General—

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:


Reduction of Sentences—(April & May, 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 521-56, 762-83. L. HALL, Reduction of Criminal Sentences on Appeal.


Conspiracy—See that title.

Criminal appeals—See APPEAL this title.


Criminal syndicalism—See that title.
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Third degree—


New Jersey—


Theory of punishment—


Self-defense—

Character and threats of victim—


Sterilization—

See that title.

Substantive law of—

Developments during past fifty years—


Theory of punishment—


Third degree—


Sterilization—

See that title.

Substantive law of—

Developments during past fifty years—


Decisions—


Sterilization—

See that title.

Substantive law of—

Developments during past fifty years—


Theory of punishment—


Third degree—


Sterilization—

See that title.

Substantive law of—

Developments during past fifty years—


Theory of punishment—


Third degree—


Sterilization—

See that title.

Substantive law of—

Developments during past fifty years—


Theory of punishment—


Third degree—


Sterilization—

See that title.

Substantive law of—

Developments during past fifty years—


Theory of punishment—


Third degree—


Sterilization—

See that title.

Substantive law of—

Developments during past fifty years—


Theory of punishment—


Third degree—


Sterilization—

See that title.

Substantive law of—

Developments during past fifty years—


Theory of punishment—


Third degree—


Sterilization—

See that title.

Substantive law of—

Developments during past fifty years—


Theory of punishment—


Third degree—


Sterilization—

See that title.
cent Cases: State v. Osbourne (1936), 153 Ore. 484, 57 P. (2d) 1083.

Witnesses—
UNIFORM ACT TO COMPEL ATTENDANCE OF OUT-OF-STATE—

Criminal Negligence
See Manslaughter.

Criminal Syndicalism
See also Conspiracy.

In General—

Oregon statute—
CONSTITUTIONALITY—De Jonge Case—

Crop Insurance
Federal legislation—
PROPOSED BILL DISCUSSED—

Damages
Liquidated—

Measure of—

Moral damages—
PHILIPPINES—

New trials—
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF STATUTE REFUSING NEW TRIAL BECAUSE OF INADEQUATE DAMAGES—

Reliance element—

Decedents’ Estates
Administration of—
See Adm. of Estates.

Declaratory Judgments
In General
Criminal law—
See that title.

Insurance contracts and—

Federal

State
MISSOURI—

Deeds
See Conveyancing.

Descent & Distrib.

Disinheritance—
RESTRAINTS ON—

Family settlements—
REGULATION BY FEDERAL GIFT AND INHERITANCE TAXES—

Succession in civil law—
Defamation

In General—
(Feb. 1937) 15 Tex. L. Rev. 157-84. F. V. HARPER, Malicious Prosecution, False Imprisonment and Defamation.

Radio statements—
See RADIO LAW.

Statements constituting—
New articles based on pleadings—

Divorce

In General—
Discussion and Summary of Laws by Jurisdictions—

TENNESSEE—
(June, 1937) 14 Tenn. L. Rev. 588-617. H. C. WARNER, Divorces in Tennessee.

WEST VIRGINIA—

Adultery—
In General—See also ADULTERY.

LOUISIANA—

Alimony agreements—
Modification—Effect of Agreement on Court's Power to—
(April, 1937) 22 Wash. U. L. Qu. 392-401. Note: J. L. ANDING, Alimony Agreements as Limitations on the Court's Power to Modify Decrees.

Alimony decrees—
Enforcement in foreign states—

Condonation—
Knowledge or belief as a prerequisite—
(March, 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 498-23. E. R. READER, Knowledge or Belief as a Prerequisite to Condonation in the Law of Divorce.

PENNSYLVANIA—

Decrees in general—
Attacks by second spouses—

Domestic Relations

Actions between spouses—
Nesligence—Conflicts of laws—

Adopted children—
Inheritance rights of—See PROBATE LAW.

Adultery—
See that title.

Alimony—
See DIVORCE.

Anti-heart balm statutes—
Constitutionality of—


NEW YORK—
(Nov. 1936) 85 U. of Pa. L. Rev. 110-1;
Economic Duress

In General—

FRENCH AND GERMAN LAW—

(April, 1937) 11 Tulane L. Rev. 345-76.

J. P. DAWSON, Economic Duress and the Fair Exchange in French and German Law.

Exculpation clauses and—

(Feb. 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 248-69.

Notes: The Significance of Comparative Bargaining Power in the Law of Exculpation.

Eminent Domain

Highways—

WHAT CONSTITUTES A TAKING—

(Feb. 1937) 16 Ore. L. Rev. 155-60.


Equitable Conversion

In General—

ORIGIN AND BASIS OF DOCTRINE—


Notes: A. CLARK, The Origin and Basis of the Doctrine of Equitable Conversion.

By contract—

ORIGIN OF DOCTRINE—


Equity

In General—

DEVELOPMENTS DURING PAST FIFTY YEARS—

(Dec. 1936) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 171-251.

S. P. SIMPSON, Fifty Years of American Equity.

Alimony—

See DIVORCE.

Arbitration—

See that title.

Contract relations—

INTERFERENCE WITH—See TORTS.

Economic duress—

See that title.

Equitable conversion—

See that title.

Equitable servitudes—

See RIGHTS IN LAND.

Foreign judgments—

IN GENERAL—See CONFLICT OF LAWS.

Fraud—

EFFECT OF FAILURE TO PROVE CHARGE OF—

(April, 1937) 14 Tenn. L. Rev. 494-507.

T. H. MALONE, Denial of Equitable Relief Upon Failure to Prove Charge of Fraud.
Injunctions—
In General—See that title.

Insolvency—
As a jurisdictional requisite—
(No. 1935) 25 Ky. L. J. 33-56. K. A. HOWE, Is Insolvency Alone Sufficient to Give Equity Jurisdiction?

Irreparable injury—
In constitutional cases—

Jurisdiction—
Injunctions in absence of personal jurisdiction—

Labor law—
See that title.

Latent equities—
Maryland—

Mistake of law—
Equitable relief against—

Multiplicity of suits—
As a basis for equitable relief—

Part performance—
Real estate contracts—

Privacy, right of—
See Personal Rights.

Property rights—
In letters—See Property.

Reformation—
In General—North Carolina—

For mistake—England—

Recision—
Laesio enormis—

Specific performance—
Arbitration agreements—See Arbitration.

Personal service contracts—See Agency.

Tax relief—
See Taxation.

Escrow Deeds—
See Conveyancing.

Evidence

In General—
Developments during past fifty years—

Admissions—
Hearsay rule and—

Blood tests—
See that title.

Burden of proof—
See also Presumptions this title.

Directing the jury on—

Res ipsa loquitur cases—See that title.

Common disaster—
Statutory solution of survivorship in—

Competency and credibility—
Effect of conviction of crime—Virginia—

Curative admissibility—

Dying declarations—
Proposed extension of doctrine—

Hearsay rule—
In General—

Admissions and—

Course of duty declarations—

**PARTICULAR PHASES**—See also various exceptions this title.

**Husband and Wife**—

**COMPETENCY TO TESTIFY**—

(Nov. 1936) 10 So. Calif. L. Rev. 94-6;


**Notes and Comments:**

Federal Liquor Laws—


**Impeachment**—

**IMPEACHER'S WITNESS**—


Notes and Comments: G. A. CAMPBELL, Evidence—Impeaching One's Own Witness.


M. LADD, Impeachment of One's Own Witness—New Developments.

**PRIOR INCONSISTENT STATEMENTS**—


W. G. HALE, Impeachment of Witnesses by Prior Inconsistent Statements.

**Interpretation**—

Wills—See that title.

**Judicial notice**—


**Jury system**—

**EFFECT ON EXCLUSIONARY RULES OF EVIDENCE**—


**Medical evidence**—

**IN GENERAL**—See **Medical Jurisprudence**.

WITNESSES—


M. STEINDRINK, *The Medical Witness*.

**Negligence**—

**COMPETENCY OF PROOF OF CUSTOM TO PROVE SPECIFIC ACT OF NEGLIGENCE**—


**Opinion**—

**RELATION TO FACT**—


H. BARRETT, *Fact—and the Relation of Opinion to Fact*.

**Physician-Patient**—

**WAIVER AFTER DEATH OF PATIENT**—

(July, 1936) 70 U. S. L. Rev. 359-63.

Notes and Comment: **Communications to Physician—Waiver of Privilege after Patient's Death**.

**Presumptions**—

**DIRECTING THE JURY ON**—


Specific ones—See **Presumptions**.

**Privileged communications**—

Specific ones—See various ones this title.

**Recording devices**—

**ADMISSIBILITY OF**—


Notes: J. L. OSTROW, Evidence—Admissibility in Evidence of Speak-0-Phone Records.

**Res gestae**—

**IN GENERAL**—

(April, 1937) 12 Wash. L. Rev. 91-111.


**Self-defense**—

**ADMISSIBILITY OF CHARACTER AND THREATS OF VICTIM**—


Comment: S. AVAKIAN, Evidence—Prosecution for Homicide or Assault—Self-Defense—Admissibility of Character and Threats of Victim.

**Transaction with deceased**—

**O H I O**—

(March, 1937) 3 Ohio St. L. J. 200-10.

C. L. BULLOCK, *The Ohio "Dead Man" Statute*.

**TORTIOUS ACTS AS**—

(Nov. 1936) 11 Wash. L. Rev. 270-1;

(Jan. 1937) 6 Fordham L. Rev. 130-3;


**Exculpation**

**Comparative bargaining power in**—

(Feb. 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 248-69.

Notes: The Significance of Comparative Bargaining Power in the Law of Exculpation.

**Trust indentures**—

(April, 1937) 31 Ill. L. Rev. 1060-80.
Notes and Comments: *Exculpatory Clauses in Corporate Trust Indentures*.

**Ex'rs & Adm'rs**

Co-executors—

**Apportionment of Compensation between**—

Powers and regulation in general—

Powers—
Special powers—See Powers.

**Exemptions**

Homesteads—
State laws in general—

Taxation and—

**False Imprisonment**

In General—

**Family Car Doctrine**
See Automobiles.

**Farm Relief Legis.**

A. A. A.—
Constitutionality of—

Bankruptcy—
See that title.

Crop insurance—
See that title.

Mortgage relief—
See Mortgages.

Tenancy control—
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenancy Bill—
(Feb. 1937) 16 Cong. Dig. 37-64. Pro and Con: *Federal Legislation to Aid the Farm Tenant*.

**Federal Register**

**Federal-State Coop.**
See NATIONAL-STATE COOP.

**Foreclosures**
Mortgages—
See that title.

**Foreign Law**
See also COMPARATIVE LAW.

In General—
See the various subjects of the law.

**Foreign Trade**
Trade Agreements Act—
In General—1934—

**Fraud and Deceit**
Concealment and non-disclosure—
In General—

Duty to disclose subsequent falsity—

Merger clauses—

Misrepresentations—
Innocent—
(March, 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 434-49. Notes: *Fraud—Negligence—Liability for Innocent Misrepresentations*.

Intentional—

Opinion—
Fraudulent Convey.

In General—

West Virginia—


Subsequent creditors—

Right to set aside—


Future Interests

In General—

Developments during past fifty years—

(March, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 749-83. L. M. Simes, Fifty Years of Future Interests.

Acceleration—

In General—Ohio—


Contingent remainders—


 Widow's renunciation—


Conditions subsequent—

In General—California—


Conditional estates—

Real covenants and—


Contingent remainders—

Missouri—


Pennsylvania—

( Jan., 1937) 41 Dickinson L. Rev. 120-5. Notes: R. C. Davis, Contingent Remainders in Pennsylvania.

Duke of Norfolk's Case—


Gift over clauses—

In wills—


Perpetuities, rule against—

In General—


Alienability and—

(March, 1937) 22 Iowa L. Rev. 437-60. P. Bordwell, Alienability and Perpetuities. (To be continued.)

Contingent remainders and—Missouri—


Living trusts and living life insurance trusts—


Survivorship—

Ohio—


Garnishment

In General—

New York—


Conflict of laws—

Federal Interpleader Act and—


Gift Taxes

See Inheritance Taxation.

Government

See also Jurisprudence.

American—

Legal Philosophy of American Government—


Democracy—

Struggle for survival—


Delegation of power—

See Constitutional Law.

Dictatorships—

Drift to—

Germany—
(June, 1937) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 537-74.

Government corporations—
IN GENERAL—FEDERAL—
O. R. McGUIRE, Some Problems Arising from Government Corporations.

Home rule—
See MUNICIPAL GOV'T.

Investigation powers—
See that title.

Judicial systems—
See that title.

Municipal—
See MUNICIPAL GOV'T.

National-state cooperation—
See that title.

Separation of powers—
CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS—See CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

Sovereign immunity—
See that title.

Veto power—
IN GENERAL—OHIO—
(June, 1937) 3 Ohio St. L. J. 259-83. A. H. TUTTLE, Legal Aspects of the Ohio Executive Veto.

ITEM VETO PROPOSED FOR THE PRESIDENT—
Federal Legislation: The Item Veto in the American Constitutional System.

Habeas Corpus

Homestead Exemptions
See EXEMPTION LAWS.

Homicide

In General—
(May, 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 701-61. H. WECHSLER and J. MICHAEL, A Rationale of the Law of Homicide. (To be continued.)

Manslaughter—
See that title.

Murder—
FELONY MURDER IN NEW YORK—
(Jan. 1937) 6 Fordham L. Rev. 43-74.
T. J. L. CORCORAN, Felony Murder in New York.

Nonfeasance and—
(Jan. 1937) 41 Dickinson L. Rev. 126-32.

Notes: H. B. CRYTHER, Homicide by Nonfeasance.

Hospitals

Tort liability of—
Case and Comment: Hospitals—Liability for Negligence of Nurses and Doctors—Respondent Superior.

Housing Program
E. H. FOLEY, JR., Low-Rent Housing and State Financing.
E. H. FOLEY, JR., Legal Aspects of Low-Rent Housing in New York.

Husband & Wife

Actions between—
STATUTORY CAUSES AND THE CONFLICT OF LAWS—See CONFLICT OF LAWS.

Income Taxation

In General

Income—
GERMAN CONCEPT OF WHAT IS TAXABLE—
(Jan. 1937) 22 Iowa L. Rev. 353-88.
Symposium Article: F. M. JOSEPH, The Concept of Taxable Income in German Law.

Intergovernmental—
See also same heading under TAXATION.
GoverNMEN'T EMPLOYEES.

Federal

Avoidance and Reduction—
IN GENERAL—
(May, 1937) 25 Georgetown L. J. 863-76.

 MASSACHUSETTS TRUST AS A DEVICE FOR—
Particular Reference to the Massachusetts Trusts.

Purchase as a Means—


Pyramiding Gains and Losses Through Tax-Free Exchanges—


Undistributed Profits Tax—

In General—


Tax-Free Exchanges—


Deductions—

Bad Debts—Proposed Revisions—


Tax Payments—Effect of Errors—


Exemptions—

Educational Charities—


State University Football Gate Receipts—


University Exemptions—


In General—


Deductions—

Bad Debts—Proposed Revisions—


Undistributed Profits Tax—

In General—


Tax-Free Exchanges—


Deductions—

Bad Debts—Proposed Revisions—


Exemptions—

Educational Charities—


State University Football Gate Receipts—


University Exemptions—


In General—


Deductions—

Bad Debts—Proposed Revisions—


Undistributed Profits Tax—

In General—


Tax-Free Exchanges—


Deductions—

Bad Debts—Proposed Revisions—


Exemptions—

Educational Charities—


State University Football Gate Receipts—


University Exemptions—


In General—


Deductions—

Bad Debts—Proposed Revisions—

the Personal Income Tax Law in New York State.

**Constitutional limitations—**

**Progressive taxes—**

**Exemptions and deductions—**

**Federal instrumentalities—**
TAXATION OF INCOME DERIVED FROM—See also TAXATION—IN GENERAL.

**Income—**

**Constructive receipt of—**

**Deductions—**

**Jurisdiction to tax—**

**In General—**

**Dividends and stock profits—**

**Income from foreign land—**

**Municipal securities —**
TAXATION OF INTEREST FROM—
(Jan. 1937) 22 Iowa L. Rev. 411-30. Notes: Taxation of Interest upon Obligations of the Taxing State and Political Subdivisions.

**Trust income—**
STATE TAXATION OF—

**Inher. Taxation**

**In General**

Federal interpleader—

**In General—**

AVOIDANCE OF DOUBLE TAXATION BY—

**Retroactive taxes—**

**Constitutionality—**

**Federal**

In General—

**Avoidance and reduction—**

MASSACHUSETTS TRUST AS A DEVICE TO—

**Family settlements—**

REGULATION BY FEDERAL TAXATION—

**State**

In General—

**MAINE—**
(February 1937) 1 Peabody L. Rev. 73-83. R. E. CLARK, Maine Inheritance and Estate Tax Law.

**Domicile—**

DETERMINING BY ORIGINAL ACTION IN SUPREME COURT—
(May, 1937) 46 Yale L. J. 1235-42. Notes: Determination of Domicile for Inheritance Purposes by an Original Action in the United States Supreme Court.

**Power of appointment—**

MASSACHUSETTS STATUTE—

**Injunctions**

**Breach of contract—**
See TORTS—CONTRACT RELATIONS.
Fed. Alcohol Adm. Act—
STATUTORY INJUNCTIONS UNDER—

Personal service contracts—
See AGENCY.

Tax cases—
See TAXATION—IN GENERAL.

Insolvency
See also BANKRUPTCY.

Co-debtors—
HOW TREATED IN—

Insurance

Federal courts—
STATE INSURANCE CASES IN—

Fire—
MORAL HAZARD CLAUSES—

Incontestible clauses—
COMBINATION LIFE POLICIES—

Life—
AERONAUTIC RISK EXCLUSION—

DIVIDEND APPORTIONMENT—

PRESUMPTION OF DEATH—

SUICIDE AND—

Mortgages—
STANDARD CLAUSES CONCERNING—

Omnibus coverage clauses—

Policy
DUTY TO READ—

Title—
See CONVEYANCING.

Waiver and estoppel—

International Law

In General—

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:
THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (The American Society of International Law) 700 Jackson Place, Washington, D. C. Quarterly, January, 1907 to date.


DEVELOPMENTS DURING PAST FIFTY YEARS—
(Jan. 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 335-443. J. B. MOORE, Fifty Years of International Law.

Jurisdiction—
PERSONS—SEE CONFLICT OF LAWS.

Jurisdiction on high seas—
ANTI-SMUGGLING BILL OF U. S.—

Neutrality—
BY COOPERATION—

Recognition—
EFFECT ON PRIVATE RIGHTS—SEE CONFLICT OF LAWS—FOREIGN JUDGMENTS.

U. S. NON-RECOGNITION LAW—

Sovereign immunity—
See that title.

Interpleader

Federal—
SEE PRACTICE & PROCEDURE—FEDERAL.

Interstate Carriers

Joint rates—
DIVISION OF AND THE BALTIMORE & OHIO CASE—
INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS


Motor Carrier Act—
**Analysis of—**

Progress in regulation of—

Pension systems—
**Railroad retirement acts—**

Reorganization of—
See Corporate Reorganization.

Interstate Commerce

Character of goods—
**Power of Congress to divest goods of Interstate character—See Trade Regulation.**

Commerce power of Congress—
**Development of—**

Commission—
**See Interstate Commerce Commission.**

Federal licensing bill—

History of act—

Interstate carriers—
**In General—See that title.**

Motor Carrier Act—
**See Interstate Carriers.**

National Rd. Adjust. Bd.—

National-State cooperation—
**Commerce clause and—**
(Jan. 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 43-60. F. D. G. RIBBLE, National and State Cooperation Under the Commerce Clause.

Radio communication—
**See Radio Law.**

Railroad reorganization—
**See Corporate Reorganization.**

Railroads—
**In General—See Interstate Carriers.**

Safety legislation—
**Interstate Commerce Commission and—**

State regulations—
**Automobile "Caravan" acts—**

Transitory actions—

Unreasonable burdens on—
**See State Regulations this title.**

Interstate Commerce Commission

In General—
**Bibliography of periodicals:**
I. C. C. PRACTITIONERS' JOURNAL (Association of Practitioners Before the Interstate Commerce Commission) 2218 I. C. C. Building, Washington, D. C., Monthly (Except July and August), Nov. 1933 to date.

Analysis of status—
(March, 1937) 5 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 239-808. Symposium: Interstate Commerce Commission — Semi-Centennial Commemorative Issue. (Note: This 519-page issue covers many phases of Interstate Commerce regulations.)

Appraisal of—

Commissioners—
**Biographical sketches of—**

Judicial review—
Legislation—
INFLUENCE ON—

Practice before—

Safety legislation and—

Standard Time—

Stare decisis—
DOCTRINE OF—

Interstate Compacts
See INTERSTATE COOPERATION.

Interstate Cooperation

In General—
NECESSITY FOR—
(Nov. 1936) 9 State Govt. 228-32. H. W. TOLL, The States: Cooperation or Obliteration. (An Address.)

Compacts—
IN GENERAL—

UNIFORM LEGISLATION THROUGH—

Crime control—
See also CRIM. L. & PROC.

IN GENERAL—

Congress—
ON USE OF TELEGRAMS ILLEGALLY OBTAINED—

Intergovernmental—
STATE OR FEDERAL AGENCY—

Nat. Lab. Relations Bd.—

Securities Exchange Commission—

Investment Regulation
See SECURITIES REGULATION; and TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES.

Joinder of Actions
See PLEADING.
Joint Adventure

Partnership law—
Applicability in Joint Adventure—
Comments: M. K. GRASBERG, Joint Adventure—Extent to Which Partnership Law Applies.

Judges

Executive control over—

Removal—
In General—

Federal Judges—Proposed Plan—

Retirement—
Supreme Court Judges—See Supreme Court.

Judgments

Declaratory—
See Declaratory Judgments.

Deficiency—
See Mortgages.

Summary judgments—
Motion for—

Proposed Federal Rules of Procedure—

Void—
Restitution of Property Transferred Under—
(Dec. 1936) 9 Miss. L. J. 157-87. C. W. TAINTER, 2d, Restitution of Property Transferred Under Void or Later Reversed Judgments.

Judicial Review

In General—

Federal

In General—

Proposed revisions in—
In General—

State

In General—
MARYLAND—

Judicial Systems

In General—
CANADA—

Future of—

Non-partisan—
(Feb. 1937) 14 Dicta, 81-93. R. L. STEARNS, A Non-Partisan Judiciary. (An address.)

Jurisprudence

In General—
Development During Past Fifty Years—
(Feb. 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 557-82. R. POUND, Fifty Years of Jurisprudence. (To be continued.)

Anglo-American—
Continental View Of—

Common law—

(Feb. 1937) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 176-89.

R. POUND, What is the Common Law? (An address.)

Constitutional principles and—
Fascist—  
(Dec. 1936) 36 Colum. L. Rev. 1267-83.  
H. A. STEINER, The Fascist Conception of Law.

Functional approach—  
(Jan. 1937) 6 Fordham L. Rev. 75-89.  

German—  
STRUGGLE BETWEEN EQUITY AND STABILITY—  
(Dec. 1936) 3 U. of Pitts. L. Rev. 91-103.  

Government—  
See that title.

Justiciability—  
(Dec. 1936) 36 Colum. L. Rev. 1267-83.  
H. A. STEINER, The Fascist Conception of Law.

Legal reasoning—  
Was Coke Right?  
(April, 1937) 12 Ind. L. J. 247-65.  
M. SEASONGOOD, Was Coke Right? (An address.)

Profit concept—  
LEGAL CONTENT OF—  
C. A. COOKE, The Legal Content of Profit Concept.

Robinson, Edward S.—  
(June, 1937) 46 Yale L. J. 1282-9.  

Rules of law—  
HOW UNDERSTOOD—  
(Feb. 1937) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 259-64.  

Science and law—  

Soviet—  
S. DOBRIN, Soviet Jurisprudence and Socialism.  
(Dec. 1936) 36 Colum. L. Rev. 1236-66.  

State and social process—  
(Dec. 1936) 9 Miss. L. J. 147-56.  

Jury Trials

In General—  
(March, 1937) 11 U. of Cin. L. Rev. 119-246.  

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON—  
Bibliography.

Group interests—  
(April, 1937) 16 Ore. L. Rev. 293-6.  
Note and Comment: J. D. BARNETT, Group Interests on Juris.

Questionnaires on—  
C. F. LUBERGER, Analysis and Summary of Questionnaires. (On Trial by Jury.)

Right of trial by—  
RESTRICTIONS ON THE—  
(March, 1937) 3 Ohio St. L. J. 184-99.  
L. M. GOERLICH, Restrictions on the Right of Trial by Jur.

Selection of jurors—  
RACE DISCRIMINATION IN—  
(April, 1937) 11 Tulane L. Rev. 475-82.  
Comments: C. M. HORTON, JR., Race or Color Discrimination in the Selection of Jurors.

Verdicts—  
SEALED—  
(Sept. 1936) 70 U. S. L. Rev. 479-85.  
Notes and Comment: SEALED VERDICTS.

Justice Courts

See MUNICIPAL COURTS.

Kidnapping

Lindbergh law—  
(Feb. 1937) 31 Ill. L. Rev. 734-40.  
T. A. COWAN, Ex parte Snatch.

Labor Law

In General—  
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:  

THE AMERICAN LABOR LEGISLATION REVIEW (American Association for Labor Legislation) 131 E. 23rd St., New York City. Quarterly, January, 1911 to date.

THE INDUSTRIAL BULLETIN (The Industrial Commissioner of New York State) Albany, N. Y., Monthly, January, 1936 to date.

Anti-injunction statutes—  
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF STATE ACTS—  
(April, 1937) 46 Yale L. J. 1064-70.  
Notes: Constitutionality of State Statutes Limiting Injunctions in Labor Disputes.

MINNESOTA—  
(May, 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 619-42.  

NORRIS-LA GUARDIA ACT—  
(Jan. 1937) 2 Mo. L. Rev. 1-27.  
H. N.
MONKEMEYER, Five Years of the Norris-La Guardia Act.

Bituminous Coal Act of 1937—

Child labor—

Constitutional possibilities—

Resurrected—
(March, 1937) 25 Georgetown L. J. 671-89.
Federal Legislation: Regulation of Child Labor Resurrected.

Collective bargaining—
M. WILLIAMS, Sit Down Strikes, Collective Bargaining.

Appropriate units for—
(April, 1937) 12 Wis. L. Rev. 367-75.

Developments during past fifty years—
(May, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 1071-1117.

Criminal syndicalism—
See that title.

Employers—
Interference with unions—
(May, 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 816-41.
Notes: Employer Interference With Lawful Union Activity.

Yellow Dog Contracts—See that heading this title.

Guffey Coal Act decision—
Effect of—
(Dec. 1936) 16 Ore. L. Rev. 87-80.

Injunctions—
Canada—
B. LASKIN, The Labour Injunction in Canada: A Caveat.

Picketing—See Picketing this title.

Labor disputes—
Notes: R. C. SCHMEIZLE, Injunctions—Boycotts—Strikes.

Anti-Injunction statutes — See that heading this title.

Labor treaties—
Canada and—
(Feb. 1937) 12 Wis. L. Rev. 185-97.
W. G. RICE, JR., A Problem of the Division of Power Between Central-State and Member-States in a Federal Union.

Constitutionality of—
(March, 1937) 6 Brooklyn L. Rev. 338-49.
A. C. WEINFIELD, Labor Treaties and the Due Process Clause.

Minimum wage laws—
In general—
J. E. HANNIGAN, Minimum Wage Legislation and Litigation.

(Nov. 1936) 15 Cong. Dig. 257-87.
Pro and Con: The Minimum Wage Controversy.

(Nov. 1936) 11 St. John's L. Rev. 78-87.

(March, 1937) 22 Iowa L. Rev. 565-79.
Notes: Legislation—Progress in the Minimum Wage Struggle.

P. CALDWELL, Minimum Wage Laws.

Constitutionality—TIPALDO CASE—

Constitutionality—West Coast Hotel Co. v. PARISH—
J. K. CHEADLE, The Parrish Case: Minimum Wages for Women and, Perhaps, for Men.


History of—
(March, 1937) 22 Iowa L. Rev. 565-79.
Notes: Legislation—Progress in the Minimum Wage Struggle.

Judicial statistics on constitutionality of—
Notes: Judicial Statistics and the Constitutionality of Minimum Wage Legislation.

National Labor Relations Act—
In general—
(Nov. 1934) 3 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 51-64.

(Nov. 1935) 35 Colum. L. Rev. 1098-1128.
Legislation Note: The Wagner Labor Disputes Act.

(March, 1936) 30 Ill. L. Rev. 884-930.


(April, 1936) 10 St. John's L. Rev. 355-72.


D. G. LATHAM, Legislative Purpose and Administrative Policy Under the National Labor Relations Act.


Constitutionality—


Notes: Constitutionality of the National Labor Relations Act.


M. G. LEE, The Supreme Court Catches up with the Nation.

(May, 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 860-1.


Purpose and Scope of—


M. ROSS, The Purpose and Scope of the Labor Act.

National Labor Relations Board—

Decisions of First Year—


Investigating Powers of—


Notes: W. FREEDMAN, The Inquisitorial Powers of the National Labor Relations Board.

Suits to Enjoin—


Ed. Notes: S. S. MINTZ, Suits to Enjoin the National Labor Relations Board.

Norris-La Guardia Act—

See Anti-Infusion Statutes this title.

Peaceful Coercion—

Legality of—


B. ESKIN, The Legality of "Peaceful Coercion" in Labor Disputes.

Picketing—In General—

Canada—

(Lent Term, 1937) 2 U. of Toronto L. J. 67-102.


Canadian and American Doctrines—


B. LASKIN, Picketing: A Comparison of Certain Canadian and American Doctrines.

Texas—

(April, 1937) 15 Tex. L. Rev. 344-55.

Notes and Comments: W. W. GOODRICH, Injunctions Against Picketing in Labor Disputes.

Picketing—Specific Phases—

Against Products—See Secondary Boycott this title.

Peaceful—

(Nov. 1936) 35 Mich. L. Rev. 73-87.

F. E. COOPER, The Fiction of Peaceful Picketing.

(Dec. 1936) 1 Peabody L. Rev. 71-2.

Editorial: Peaceful Picketing—Injunctive Relief.

Regulations in General—

(Sept. 1936) 2 J. Marsh. L. Qu. 124-36.

Lecture Digest: M. F. GALLAGHER, Federal Industrial Regulation Since the N. R. A.

Secondary Boycott—

New York—


Notes: Labor Law—Secondary Boycott—Legality of Picketing Against Product.


Sit-down Strike—

In General—

(March, 1937) 31 Ill. L. Rev. 942-59.

Notes and Comments: Sit-down Strikes: A New Problem for Government.

(March, 1937) 3 Ohio St. L. J. 237-42.

Notes and Comments: G. BAILEY, Labor Law—Legal Aspects of the Sit-down Strike.

(April, 1937) 2 Peabody L. Rev. 14-17.

M. WILLIAMS, Sit-down Strikes—Collective Bargaining.

Congress and the—

(May, 1937) 18 Cong. Dig. 123-60.

Pro and Con: Congress and the Sit-down Strike.

Place in Development of Labor Law—

(May, 1937) 22 Va. L. Rev. 759-815.

Notes: The Relative Status of the Sit-down Strike in the Development of Labor Law.

Transportation of Strike Breakers—

Federal Statute Prohibiting—


Legislation: Congress Assails Industrial Thuggery.

(June, 1937) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 657-66.

Notes: Industrial Strikebreaking—The Byrnes Act.

Treaties—

See Labor Treaties this title.

Unemployment Insurance—

See Social Security.

Unions—

Collective Bargaining—See that heading this title.

Equitable Protection of Membership—


Recent Cases: Gleason v. Thomas (W. Va. 1936) 186 S. E. 304.
INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS

INTERFERENCE BY EMPLOYERS—See EMPLOYERS this title.

SENORITY RIGHTS UNDER WORKING AGREEMENT—
(April, 1937) 11 Temple L. Qu. 355-81.
C. L. CHRISTENSEN, Seniority Rights Under Union Working Agreements.

Wagner Labor Disputes Act—
See NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT this title.

YELLOW-DOG CONTRACTS—
W. TAPLEY, The Anti-Union Contracts.

Landlord & Tenant

ALTERATIONS—
REFUSAL OF LANDLORD TO GIVE CONSENT—
(Nov. 1936) 52 Scottish L. Rev. 352-5.
Unreasonable Withholding of Consent.

DEPARTMENT LEASES—
Comments: Contracts—Agreements for Leasing Departments in Retail Stores.

LEASE INSTRUMENTS—
EFFECT OF PHYSICAL CANCELLATION—
(Febr. 1937) 9 Miss. L. J. 376-84. Notes:

OIL AND GAS LEASES—
See MINING LAW.

RENT—
ASSIGNMENT OF IN MORTGAGES—See MORTGAGES.

SUBMETERER—
LEGAL STATUS OF—
(Febr. 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 227-46.
M. PICKETT, Legal Status of Submeterer of Electric Current.

Larceny

PRESUMPTION OF—
POSSESSION OF STOLEN GOODS—
Notes: Presumption of Larceny from the Unexplained Possession of Stolen Goods.

Law Schools

BRIEFING SERVICE—
KENTUCKY—
J. A. McCLAIN, JR., Briefing Service for Kentucky Lawyers by the University of Louisville Law School.

Legal Education

IN GENERAL—
(April, 1937) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 357-68.
R. M. HUTCHINS, Legal Education.

Legal Ethics

PRACTICE OF LAW—
See ATTORNEY AND CLIENT.

Legal Periodicals

IN GENERAL—
SYMPOSIUM ON—

Comparative Law—
PLACE IN LAW REVIEWS—
(Nov. 1936) 23 Va. L. Rev. 22-37. Sym. Art.: F. DEAK, The Place of Foreign and
Comparative Law in the American Law Reviews.

**Goodbye to—**

**AN ANSWER—**

**Need for state reviews—**

**New fields for—**

**Legal Profession**

**In General—**
(April, 1937) 2 Mo. L. Rev. 161-70. B. G. CLARK, In the Public Interest.

**Defending—**

**Status and function of—**

**Lis Pendens**

**In General—**
(CALIFORNIA—

**Lotteries**

**In General—**
**NATURE AND ELEMENTS—**

**Bank nights as—**


**Malicious Prosecution**

(Feb. 1937) 15 Tex. L. Rev. 157-84. F. V. HARPER, Malicious Prosecution, False Imprisonment and Defamation.

**Manslaughter**

**Criminal negligence—**
**INTOXICATED DRIVERS—**

**NON-FEASANCE AS—**

**STATUTORY NEGLIGENCE—**

(No, 1936) 25 Ky. L. J. 70-8. Student Notes: S. MILNER, Criminal Negligence—Statutory Regulation. (I.)


**Master and Servant**

See also AGENCY.

**Medical Jurisprudence**

**In General—**
**BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:**
THE MEDICO-LEGAL AND CRIMINOLOGICAL REVIEW (Medico-Legal Society) 7 & 8 Henrietta Street, London. Quarterly, 1933 to date.

MEDICO-LEGAL JOURNAL (A. W. Herzog, Ph.B.) 149 W. 82nd Street, New York City. Bi-Monthly, June, 1883 to date.

**Appolexy—**

**Criminal law and—**

**Mental examinations—**
**PROCEDURE IN ONTARIO—**

**Pneumonia—**
(June, 1936) 6 Detroit L. Rev. 169-84; (March, 1937) 7 Ibid., 9-40. K. GARVE,
INDEX TO LEGAL PERIODICALS

Pneumonia: Its Place in the Various Branches of the Law.

Milk Control
See Trade Regulation.

Minimum Wage Laws
See Labor Law.

Mining Law

In General—
DEVELOPMENTS DURING PAST FIFTY YEARS—
(April, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 897-908.
B. G. DAVIS, Fifty Years of Mining Law.

Oil & Gas leases—
DIVISIBILITY OF COVENANTS IN—
(Jan. 1937) 25 Ky. L. J. 142-64.
H. H. LESAR, Divisibility of Covenants in Oil and Gas Leases.

LANDOWNERS’ INTEREST IN CALIFORNIA—

LESSEE’S INTEREST IN CALIFORNIA—
Comment: A. R. KIMBROUGH, Oil and Gas—The Nature of the Lessee’s Interest.

Securities—
See Securities Regulation.

Minors

In General—
See also various subjects in which questions of infancy arise.

Contracts—
ESTOPPEL AND RATIFICATION—MISSISSIPPI—
(May, 1937) 9 Miss. L. J. 484-95.
Notes: W. N. ETHRIDGE, JR., Contract Relations of the Infant in Mississippi—Estoppel and Ratification.

Money

Gold clauses—
DECISIONS—
(April, 1937) 2 Mo. L. Rev. 219-23.
(April, 1937) 15 N. Car. L. Rev. 249-54.
A. D. MacLEAN, Outline of the Gold Clause Cases.
(April, 1937) 71 U. S. L. Rev. 188-94.
Notes and Comments: Recent Gold Clause Decisions in the Supreme Court and the House of Lords.

Theory of—
A. NUSSBAUM, Basic Monetary Conceptions in Law.

Mortgages
(Including Trust Deeds)

Assignment of rent clauses—
NEW YORK—
R. ABELOW, An Historical Analysis of Assignments of Rent in New York.

Counterclaim and set-off—
CALIFORNIA—

Deficiency judgment acts—
IN GENERAL—
(Nov. 1936) 11 Temple L. Qu. 63-71.
Notes and Legislation: Legislative Relief for the Mortgage Debtor.
(Jan. 1937) 41 Dickinson L. Rev. 67-74.
D. J. FARGE, Mortgage Deficiency Judgment Acts and Their Constitutionality.

MORTGAGEE’S RIGHTS—
(Feb. 1937) 5 Md. L. Rev. 128-40.
J. SLINGLUFF, JR., Mortgagee’s Rights in the Event of a Deficiency.

Foreclosure—
CALIFORNIA—

DEFICIENCY JUDGMENTS AND—
(Dec. 1936) 6 Brooklyn L. Rev. 167-93.
J. L. WARM, A Study of Some of the Problems Concerning Foreclosure Sales and Deficiency Judgments.

PARTIAL—
(April, 1937) 31 Ill. L. Rev. 1566-60.

PROPOSED REVISIONS—NEW YORK—
Municipal Corporations

In General—

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:

LEGAL NOTES ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT (American Bar Association, Section of Municipal Law) 100 Washington Square East, New York City. Bi-Monthly, March, 1936 to date.

Bankruptcy reorganization—
See Corporate Reorganization.

Bondholders—

Remedies on Revenue Bonds—
(Dec. 1936) 22 Cornell L. Qu. 64-82.
J. PERSHING, Revenue Bond Remedies.

Finances—

In General—Kentucky—

Debt Limitations and Improvements—
(Feb. 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 177-211.
C. D. WILLIAMS and P. R. NEHEMKIS, JR., Municipal Improvements as Affected by Constitutional Debt Limitations.

Debt Limitations and Tort Judgments—

Federal Subsidies—Power Developments—
—See Municipal Power Development.

Insolvency—Practitioner's Problems—

Revenue Bonds—

Revenue Bonds—Indiana—

Government—
See Municipal Gov't.

Mob violence—

Liability for—

Sales taxes—

Legal Phases of Local—

Sidewalks—

Ice and Snow Injuries—
(May, 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 703-16.
Notes: Highways—Sidewalks—Liability
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**Status and classification**

**Taxation**
*In General—Bibliography*
(March, 1937) 2 Legal Notes on Local Govt. 271-7. A Selected Bibliography on Legal Problems in Local Taxation.

**Tort Liability**
*Public and Private Functions*

**Municipal Courts**
*Fee system*
(June, 1937) 14 Tenn. L. Rev. 565-75. H. C. SIMPSON, Constitutionality of the Fee System of Justices of the Peace.

**Minor courts**
*In Illinois*

**Municipal Govt.**
*County boards*

**County government**
*Proposed revisions in*

**Home rule**
*New York*

**Munic. Power Devel.**
*In General*

**Finances**
*In General—See also Municipal Corporations.

**Federal subsidies**
*Constitutionality of*

(April, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 556-63. Notes: Sovereign Immunity in Suits to Enjoin the Enforcement of Unconstitutional Legislation.

**Murder**
*See Homicide.

**National-State Coop.**

**Federal statutes**
*State enforcement of—In General*

*State enforcement of—Federal monetary claims*


**Interstate commerce**
*See that title.

**Possibilities of**

**Prison-made goods**
*See Trade Regulation.

**Securities regulation**
*See that title.

**Negotiable Instruments**

**In General**
*Comparative law*

*Recent decisions*

**Fictitious payees**
*In General—A comparative study*

**Gold clauses**
See Money.

**Incorporation by Reference**

*No-action clauses*
(Dec. 1936) 2 J. Marsh. L. Qu. 172-91.

K. E. OHIO, *Whether a No-Action Clause of a Trust Deed or Mortgage Can Be Incorporated in a Bond or Note by Reference.*

**Negotiability**

*Acceleration clauses in chattel and collateral notes*
(March, 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 430-47.

Notes: *Acceleration and Negotiability in Chattel Notes and Collateral Notes.*

*Notes payable in specifics*

M. S. CULP, *Negotiability of Promissory Notes Payable in Specifics.*

**New Trial**

*Grounds*

*Inadequate damages — Constitutionality of statute refusing because of*

Notes: *Constitutionality of the Indiana Statute Refusing a New Trial Because of the Smallness of Damages.*

**Officers’ Reserve Corps**

*Legal status of*
(Jan. 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 162-80.

E. COLBY, *The Legal Status of Members of the Officers’ Reserve Corps.*

**Oil & Gas**

See Mining Law.

**Partnerships**

*Infant partners*


**Party Walls**

See Rights in Land.

**Patent Law**

*Sales contracts*

*Patent clauses in*
(April, 1937) 14 Tenn. L. Rev. 508-18.


**Perpetuities**

**Rule against**
See Future Interests.

**Personal Property**

**Accession**

*Doctrine in automobile law*

Notes and Comments: *Automobiles and the Law of Accession.*

**Bailment leases**

*Status in Pennsylvania*
(April, 1937) 41 Dickinson L. Rev. 140-4.


**Co-tenancy**

*New York*
(Oct. 1936) 6 Brooklyn L. Rev. 54-62.


**Gifts of**

*Relaxation of delivery requirement*

Comments: *Relaxation of the Requirement of Delivery in Gifts of Personal Property.*

**Jurisdiction**

*Over tangible*
(April, 1937) 2 Mo. L. Rev. 171-88.

R. A. LEFLAR, *Constitutional Jurisdiction Over Tangible Chattels.*

**Letters**

*Rights in*

Comments: *Property Rights in Letters.*

**Pledges**

See that title.

**Personal Rights**

**Privacy, right of**

*In general—Proposed re-definition of*


*Newspapers and*

E. N. DOAN, *The Newspaper and the Right of Privacy.*

**Pleading**

*In General*  

**Amendments**

*Effect after statute of limitations has run*
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History—

In General—
DEVELOPMENTS IN PAST FIFTY YEARS—
(May, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 1017-70.
R. W. MILLAR, Notabilia of American Civil Procedure.

Declaratory judgments—
See that title.

Development—
(During past fifty years—
(May, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 1017-70.

Pledges

Pledgor’s remedies—
EFFECT OF PLEDGOR’S BREACH ON DEBT—

Property in warehouses—

Pneumonia

See MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

Politics

Function of the lawyer—

Powers

Appointment—
DELEGATION OF POWER OF—
(April, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 938-46.
Notes: Delegation of Powers of Appointment and the Creation of New Powers by the Donee.

FRUG ON SPECIAL POWERS OF—

INHERITANCE TAXES AND EQUAL PROTECTION—MASSACHUSETTS STATUTE—

Co-executors—
SURVIVAL OF POWER TO SELL LAND—

Practice & Procedure

In General and State

Appeal and Error—
See that title.

Code pleading—
See PLEADING.

Demurrers—
See PLEADING.

Declaratory judgments—
See that title.

Development—
(During past fifty years—
(May, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 1017-70.

Common Law

Trespass on the case—
ORIGIN OF—

Pledges

Pledgor’s remedies—
EFFECT OF PLEDGOR’S BREACH ON DEBT—

Property in warehouses—
See MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

Politics

Function of the lawyer—

Powers

Appointment—
DELEGATION OF POWER OF—
(April, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 938-46.
Notes: Delegation of Powers of Appointment and the Creation of New Powers by the Donee.

FRUG ON SPECIAL POWERS OF—

INHERITANCE TAXES AND EQUAL PROTECTION—MASSACHUSETTS STATUTE—

Co-executors—
SURVIVAL OF POWER TO SELL LAND—

Practice & Procedure

In General and State

Appeal and Error—
See that title.

Code pleading—
See PLEADING.

Demurrers—
See PLEADING.

Declaratory judgments—
See that title.

Development—
(During past fifty years—
(May, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 1017-70.
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**Discovery**
- R. A. McDERMOTT, *Discovery Examination Before Trial—History, Scope and Practice.*

**History**

**Jurisdiction**

**Law and fact**

**Law of the case**

**Lis pendens**
- See that title.

**Misconduct of counsel**

**Pleading**
- See that title.

**Reforms**

**Res judicata**
- *In General*—See that title.

**Rules of court**
- See also Courts.

**Summary judgments**
- See *Judgments.*

**Supplementary proceedings**

**Verdicts**
- See *Jury Trials.*

**In General**

**Civil Procedure**

**Criminal procedure**
- See *Crim. L. & Proc.*

**Depositions**

**Interpleader**
- *Inheritance Tax Disputes*—See *Inher. Taxation—In General.*

**Jury trials**
- See that title.
Proposed revisions—
ROOSEVELT PLANS OTHER THAN APPOINTMENT OF ADDITIONAL JUSTICES—

RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE IN GENERAL—
See CIVIL PROCEDURE this title.

Remittitures and additures—
DEMICK v. SCHIEDT DOCTRINE—

Removal of causes—
CONFUSION IN—

Summary judgments—
PROPOSED RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE—

Presumptions

In General—
See EVIDENCE and various subjects in which they arise.

Death—
FROM SEVEN YEARS ABSENCE—

Statutory presumptions—
CRIMINAL LAW—See CRIM. L. & PROC.

Principal and Agent

See Agency.

Probate Law

Adm. of estates—
See that title; also EX'RS. & ADM'RS. and TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES.

Adopted children—
INHERITANCE RIGHTS OF—

Oregon code—
SOURCES OF—

Property

Personal—
See Personal Property.

Special property rights—
BUSINESS IDEA—

LETTERS—

Real—
See CONVEYANCING; REAL PROPERTY AND RIGHTS IN LAND.

Public Utilities

In General—
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:
PUBLIC UTILITIES FORTNIGHTLY
/Public Utility Reports, Inc./ Munsey Building, Washington, D. C. Bi-monthly, Feb. 21, 1929 to date.

Accounting regulations—
RECENT INNOVATIONS IN—

Commissions—
STATE—See STATE COMMISSIONS this title.

Cooperative utilities—
COMMISSION JURISDICTION OVER—

POWER DEVELOPMENTS—See also MUNIC. POWER DEVEL.

Definitions of—
STATUTORY—

Developments in law of—

Federal courts—
LIMITATIONS OVER STATE REGULATIONS—
JOHNSON ACT—

Interstate carriers—
See that title.

Rate regulations—
TEMPORARY RATES—
(Jan. 1937) 46 Yale L. J. 505-18. Comments: Temporary Utility Rates,
State commissions—
As EXPERT COURTS—
F. W. HANFT, Utilities Commissions as Expert Courts.

Organization of—

Quasi-Contracts
In General—

Building contracts—
See CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS.

Defaulting plaintiff—
NORTH CAROLINA—
J. E. MULDER, The Defaulting Plaintiff in North Carolina.

Gratuitous promises—
W. L. SHAFTUCK, Gratuitous Promises—A New Writ?

Requested benefits—
RENDERED UNDER MISTAKE OF FACT—
Notes: A. W. BRICK, JR., Quasi-Contracts—Recovery for Benefits Conferred at Request, But in the Absence of Contract—Mistake as to a Material Fact.

Roman law of—

Sales, law of—
QUASI-CONTRACTUAL RECOVERY IN—
(April, 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 529-71.
A. ANDERSON, Quasi-contractual Recovery in the Law of Sales.

Radio Law
Broadcasting regulation—
A. B. HALEY, The Law on Radio Programs—I. Public Interest in Radio Programs; II. Deification by Radio.

CANADA—

Defamation by radio—

Federal control—

Elections—
NATIONAL—
Notes and Legislation: Radio Law in Relation to Election of President and Vice-President.

Fed. Communications Comm.—
JUDICIAL REVIEW OF—
J. E. KELLER, Judicial Control and the Communications Commission.

Railroads
See INTERSTATE CARREIERS.

Real Property
Actions—
FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER—
(Nov. 1936) 12 Notre Dame Law. 76-81.
Notes: J. H. LEVI, Forcible Entry and Detainer—Trespass—Assault and Battery.

Boundaries—
See CONVEYANCING.

Cotenancy—
EXCESSIVE CONVEYANCES BY ONE—
Comment: L. F. KUECHLER, Cotenancy—Effect of Conveyances, Leases and Encumbrances of One Cotenant in Excess of His Interest—Joint Tenancy—Effect of Lease as to Severance—Remedies of Cotenants as Against Each Other.

Survivlorship in Ohio—

Covenants real—
See RIGHTS IN LAND.

Equitable servitudes—
See that title.

Lis pendens—
See that title.

Sales of—
See CONVEYANCING.

Titles—
See also CONVEYANCING.

Economic aspects of—
(Feb. 1937) 22 Cornell L. Qu. 229-39.
W. FAIRCHILD, Economic Aspects of Land Titles.

Trespass—
BY AIRCRAFT—See AIR LAW.

Receiverships
Creditor’s cause of action—
WHEN RECEIVER MAY ASSERT—
Rights in Land

Air space—
   Flight by aircraft—See Air Law.

Covenants—
   Running with the land—See Real Covenants.

Easements—
   Reciprocal—Nature of—
      (Dec. 1936) 12 Wis. L. Rev. 114-20. Comments: J. R. Frampton, Reciprocal Easements—Natural Rights or Incorporated Interests in Land?

Equitable servitudes—
   See also Real Covenants this title.
   In General—California—
   In General—England—
      (April, 1937) 53 Law. Qu. Rev. 259-64. C. V. Davidge, Equitable Easements.

Nuisances—
   Aircraft—See Air Law.

Party walls—
   Replacement and removal—

Real Covenants—
   Conditional estates and—

Restrictive covenants—
   In General—
      Benefit running with the land—

Enforcement of—
   Necessity of a building scheme—

Spite fences—
   Regulations—

Sales

Bulk sales—
   See that title.

Buyer's remedies—
   Prepayment of purchase price—
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(April, 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 630-47. Notes: The Effect of Prepayment Upon the Buyer's Right to the Goods.

Recourse for breach of warranty—

Recession for breach of warranty—

Consumer protection—
See also Warranty this title.

In general—

Effect of advertisements—


Manufacturer's liability in tort—See also Torts.

Rights of remote vendees—
(Feb. 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 315-25. Notes: Sales—Manufacturers and Dealers—Liability of a Supplier of Goods to One Other Than His Immediate Vendee.

Credit in general—
See Credit Transactions.

Quasi-contractual recovery in—

Real property—
See Conveyancing.

Risk of loss—
See Vendor & Purchaser.

Seller's remedies—
Refusal to accept goods—

Warranties—
In general—

Death as a result of breach of—See Wrongful death.

Disclaimer of—See Exculpation.

Food—

(Jan. 1937) 2 Mo. L. Rev. 73-8. Comments: E. HUNTER, Liability of Manufacturer to Consumer for Personal Injuries Resulting from Unwholesome Food and Beverages.


(Feb. 1937) 9 Miss. L. J. 365-76. Notes: C. R. GALLOWAY, The Implied Warranty That Food Will Be Fit to Eat.


(June, 1937) 14 Tenn. L. Rev. 646-9. Student Case Notes: Sales—Implied Warranty of Bottled Beverage.

Merger clauses, effect of—

Protection of consumer in general—
See Consumer Protection this title.

School Law

In general

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:
YEARBOOK OF SCHOOL LAW (American Council on Education) 744 Jackson Place, Washington, D. C. Yearly, 1933 to date.

Tort liability—

Securities Regulation

In General

Corporate debentures—
Protection for holders—

National-state cooperation—

Federal

Corporate trust indentures—
Protection of holders—
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SEC. & EXCH. COMMISSION AND—
(Dec. 1936) 36 Colum. L. Rev. 1197-1235.

Federal acts—
EFFECT ON HIGH FINANCE—
(May, 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 785-816.
Notes: High Finance in the 'Twenties: The United Corporation (I).

Pub. Utility Holding Co. Act—
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF—
Notes: The Constitutionality of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935.

TERMS OF SECURITY OFFERINGS UNDER—
(April, 1937) 46 Yale L. J. 1058-64.
Notes: Regulation of the Terms of Security Offerings Under the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935.

Securities Act of 1933—
IN GENERAL—
(Sept. 1936) 2 J. Marsh. L. Qu. 105-20.
Lecture Digest: A. D. CHILDREN, The Federal Securities Act of 1933, as Amended. (Jan. 2-April, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Probs. 1-270. Symposium: Three Years of the Securities Act. (Note: These two issues contain articles on all phases of the Securities Act.)

ACCOUNTING ASPECTS OF—

CORPORATE REORGANIZATIONS AND—
(April, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Probs. 218-40.

EXEMPTION PROBLEMS UNDER—
(Jan. 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Probs. 89-137.

FULL DISCLOSURE UNDER—
(April, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Probs. 133-53.

INEFFECTIVE ISSUES—

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS—

INVESTMENT BANKING—

Promoters and—
B. MACCHESNEY, The Securities Act and the Promoter.

REGISTRATION—
(April, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Probs. 154-90.

REGISTRATION STATEMENTS—
(Dec. 1936) 31 Ill. L. Rev. 369-79.
Notes and Comments: Withdrawal of Registration Statements—The Jones Case.

RELATION OF SEC. & EXCH. ACT OF 1934—
(April, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Probs. 256-88.

Securities & Exchange Act—

EFFECT ON MARKET MANIPULATIONS—

RELATION TO SECURITIES ACT—
(April, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Probs. 256-88.

Securities & Exchange Com.—
IN GENERAL—
(Jan. 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Probs. 3-18.

CORPORATE TRUSTEES AND—
(Dec. 1936) 36 Colum. L. Rev. 1197-1235.

INVESTIGATING POWERS—

State

Stockholder's liability—
EFFECT OF VOID WATERED STOCK—
Comments: Corporation—Statutes Declaring Watered Stock Void—Effect Upon the Stockholder's Liability to Creditors.
Social Security Act

In General

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICALS:
THE SOCIAL SECURITY ANALYST
(The Foundation Press, Inc.) 11 So. La Salle Street, Chicago. Monthly, Jan. to March, 1937, and weekly to date.

Constitutionality of—

Discussion of—

Employees, who are—
LIFE INSURANCE SOLICITOR—
(May, 1937) 25 Georgetown L. J. 894-929. A. J. BUSCHECK, Life Insurance Solicitor—Employee or Independent Contractor?

Old age and welfare provisions—

Proposed revisions—

Unemployment insurance—

CONSTITUTIONALITY—STATE LAWS—

Sovereign Immunity

Commercial paper—

Courts of claims—
IN GENERAL—Illinois—

Germany—
EFFECT OF EXPULSION OF JEWS UPON OBLIGATIONS—

Government corporations—
IN GENERAL—

Mob violence—

Tort liability—
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE FUNCTIONS—

Unconstitutional legislation—
SUITS TO ENJOIN—

Stare Decisis

British courts—
Interstate Commerce Commission—

Modifications in—

Philippine Islands—

States
Compacts between—
See interstate cooperation.

Statute of Frauds
Part performance—
See equity.

Statute of Limit.
Decedent’s estates—
Claims against—See Adm. of Estates.

Pleadings—
Amendment after statute has run—

Quasi-contracts—
Mississippi—

Statutes
Bill-styling—
Effect of constitutional restraints on—

Inconsistent enactments—
Construction of—

Incorporation by reference—
Delegation of power by—

Interpretation—
Legislative materials—

Sterilization Laws—

Succession
See Descent & Distrib.

Supreme Court
Decisions, Review of—
See also constitutional law.
See following periodicals:
American Bar Association Journal, georgetown law journal, united states law week.

Departments in—
Discussed—

History of Court and Members—

Jefferson and the—

Original actions—
Determining domicile—

Proposed revisions—
In general, 1937—
(Feb. 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 212-26. O. K. Fraenkel, What Can Be Done About the Constitution and the Supreme Court?

(Feb. 1937) 16 Ore. L. Rev. 121-34. R. H. Wolcott, Accelerator or Brakes? (Plus a Discussion Panel.)


(March, 1937) 16 Cong. Dig. 66-96. Pro
and Con: Roosevelt's Supreme Court Plan.  
K. B. FITZ and L. B. RUBINSTEIN, Curb- 
ing the Supreme Court—State Experiences 
and Federal Proposals.  
(March, 1937) 3 Ohio St. L. J. 125-44.  
R. M. HUNTER, Shall the Supreme Court 
Have New Blood?  
(March, 1937) 3 Ohio St. L. J. 145-60.  
R. R. MARTY, New Glasses for Old Eyes 
to Use.  
Notes and Comment: Constitutional 
and Other Questions Suggested by the Presi- 
dent's Judiciary Bills.  
(March, 1937) 71 U. S. L. Rev. 139-49.  
C. E. CARPENTER, The President and 
the Court.  
Symposium on the Supreme Court Issue.  
(April, 1937) No. 122 (Boston) Bar 
Bul. 1-30. (Supreme Court Issue.)  
G. R. FARNUM, The Constitution and the 
Embattled Court. (An address.)  
(April, 1937) 22 Cornell L. Qu. 299-348.  
H. W. EDGERTON, The Incidence of Judi- 
cial Control Over Congress.  
(April, 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 481-511;  
5 Kan. City. L. Rev. 151-53. L. I. PERRIGO, 
(April, 1937) 48 W. Va. L. Qu. 171-83. 
J. H. HATCHER, Some Vital Principles of 
the American Constitutional Government. 
(An address.)  
(April, 1937) 12 Wis. L. Rev. 313-36.  
J. P. CLARK, Some Recent Proposals for 
Constitutional Amendment.  
(May, 1937) 23 A. B. A. J. 315-68, also 
381-94. Symposium on Supreme Court 
Issue.  
D. O. McGOVENBY, Reorganization of the 
Supreme Court.  
I. M. WILKINSON, The President's Plan 
Respecting the Supreme Court.  
A. T. MASON, Politics and the Supreme 
Court: President Roosevelt's Proposal.  
T. R. WHITE, Disturbing the Balance.  
(June, 1937) 23 A. B. A. J. 401-24, plus. 
(Miscellaneous materials and articles on 
the President's Proposal.)  
(June 15, 1937) 4 U. S. Law Week, Sup- 
plement. Majority Report of Senate Ju- 
diciary Committee on Bill for Reorganiza- 
tion of Federal Judiciary.  

Split decisions——  
Table of cases in which laws were in- 
validated——  
(May, 1937) 23 A. B. A. J. 329-34.  
C. J. SHERN, Jr., Split Decisions in the Su- 
preme Court in Invalidating Federal and 
State Enactments and Attempted Exercises of 
Powers, 1933-1937.  

Symbols and——  
(June, 1937) 46 Yale L. J. 1290-1319.  
M. LERNER, Constitution and Court as 
Symbols.  

Tax burden of——  
(Nov. 1936) 5 Fordham L. Rev. 426-51.  
C. L. B. LOWDREES, The Tax Burden of 
the Supreme Court, 1935 Term.  

Unwritten law and——  
(April, 1937) 17 Bos. U. L. Rev. 388-93.  
E. A. HARRIMAN, The Supreme Court 
and the Unwritten Law.  

Suretyship  
Collateral Securities——  
SURETY'S RIGHT TO——  
(May, 1937) 46 Yale L. J. 1242-6. Notes: 
Availability to a Surety of Collateral Se- 
curities Held by the Creditor.  

Corporate sureties——  
(Nov. 1936) 5 Fordham L. Rev. 473-83. 
Comments: The Contract of the Corporate 
Surety.  

Defenses——  
AVAILABILITY OF PRINCIPALS TO SURETY— 
(March, 1937) 46 Yale L. J. 333-55. Edi- 
torial: The Availability of a Principal's 
Defense to His Uncompensated Surety.  

Guaranty——  
DISTINGUISHED FROM SURETYSHIP— 
(June, 1937) 10 So. Calif. L. Rev. 371- 
414. J. M. CORMACK and N. G. McCAR- 
ROLL, The Distinction Between Surety- 
ship and Guaranty in States Having the 

Insolvency——  
CO-DEBTORS, HOW TREATED IN—  
F. T. HANSON, Insolvency—The Co-Debtor 
as a Factor in Distribution.  

Letters of credit and——  
Rev. 175-201, 261-95. M. C. CAMPELL, 
Guaranties and the Suretyship Phases of 
Letters of Credit.  

Notice due a guarantor——  
(Feb. 1937) 35 Mich. L. Rev. 523-64. M. 
C. CAMPELL, The Notice Due to a Guar- 
antor.  

Release in law of mortgages——  
(April, 1937) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 469-79. 
Notes: Suretyship Releases in the Law of 
Mortgages.  

Taxation  
In General  
Corporations——  
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF TAXES ON—  
(Dec. & Jan. 1936-37) 31 Ill. L. Rev. 463- 
98, 567-95. J. B. SHOLLEY, Corporate 
Taxpayers, and the Equal Protection 
Clause.
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Trusts taxable as—
A. F. HILLIIX, Trusts Constituting Associations Taxable as Corporations.

Income taxation—
See that title.

Inheritance taxes—
See Inheritance Taxation.

Injunctions—
Federal courts—Power to Enjoin Collection of State and Local Taxes—

Windfall taxes—

Intergovernmental—
In General—
(March, 1937) 15 Chicago-Kent Rev. 87-112. C. J. HYNNING, Intergovernmental Taxation.

State taxation of federal instrumentalities—

Judicial relief—
In General—

Double taxation—
Due process clause as limitation on—

Jurisdiction to tax—
Dividends and stock profits—
Domicile versus situs as basis for—
(Dec. 1936) 12 Ind. L. J. 87-103. R. C. BROWN, Domicile versus Situs as the Basis of Tax Jurisdiction.

Fourteenth Amendment—

Intangibles of a foreign corporation—

Personal property—See also Personal Property.

Municipal taxes—
See Municipal Corporations.

Occupation taxes—
Retailers—Illinois—

Sales taxes—
Commerce clause and—

Commercial clause and—a plan to avoid leakage—

Commercial clause and—compensating tax—
(Nov. 1936) 36 Colum. L. Rev. 1179-81.
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Time


Title Insurance

See Conveyancing.

Torts

In General—

Developments during past fifty years—(March, 1937) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 725-48. F. H. BOHLEN, Fifty Years of Torts.


Amusement centers—


Assumption of risk—


Attractive nuisances—

See that title.

Automobiles—

See that title.

Claims against the state—

See Sovereign Immunity.

Consumer protection—

See Manufacturer's Liability this title; and Sales.

Contract relations—

See also Equity.


Comparative negligence—


Criminal negligence—

See Manslaughter.

Defamation—

See that title.

Economic duress—

See that title.

Electricity—


Emotional disturbances—


Fright injuries—(April, 1937) 2 Mo. L. Rev. 251-3. Recent cases: Mitnick v. Whalen Bros., Inc. (1932) 115 Conn. 165, 163 Atl. 414.


False imprisonment—

See that title.

Hospitals—

See that title.

Host-guest relationship—

Automobiles—See that title.

Imputed negligence—

Beneficiary of cause of action—

(Sept. 1936) 24 Calif. L. Rev. 739-42.

Recent Decisions: Torts—Contributory Negligence of Husband as a Bar to Recovery by Wife.


Contributory Negligence of Beneficiary of Death Action.

Joint torts—

Contribution—See that title.

Liability for—

(May, 1937) 25 Calif. L. Rev. 413-43.

W. L. Prosser, Joint Torts and Several Liability.

Last clear chance—

Federal courts and—


N. Evans, The "Last Clear Chance" Doctrine in the Federal Courts.

Liability without fault—

Rylands v. Fletcher—


Case and Comment: Rule in Rylands v. Fletcher—Negligence.

Rylands v. Fletcher—Iowa—

(Dec. 1936) 22 Iowa L. Rev. 138-44.

Notes: The Rule of Rylands v. Fletcher in Iowa.

Rylands v. Fletcher—limits on—


G. W. Paton, The Limits of the Rule in Rylands v. Fletcher.

Rylands v. Fletcher—Texas—


Notes and Comments: M. S. Lindsay, Liability Without Fault—The Rule of Rylands v. Fletcher in Texas.

Libel—

See Defamation.

Malicious prosecution—

See that title.

Manufacturers' liability—

See also Warranty and Consumer Protection under Sales.

In General—


Notes: Grant v. Australian Knitting Mills, L. R. (1936) A. C. 85 (P. C.)

(Oct. 1936) 3 U. of Pitts. L. Rev. 847.


McPherson v. Buick Motor Co.—


Notes: Manufacturers' Liability—McPherson v. Buick Comes of Age.

Third persons and—


Comments: R. G. Phelps, Extent of Manufacturers' Duty of Care to Persons Other Than the Immediate Purchaser.

(April, 1937) 2 Mo. L. Rev. 247-50.


Officers—

Liability of Administrative Officers—

See Administrative Law.

Status in premises—


Comments: Torts—Are Firemen and Policemen Licensees or Invitees?

Privacy, right of—

See Personal Rights.

Proximate cause—

In general—

(Minnesota—

(Dec. 1936) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 19-63.

W. L. Prosser, The Minnesota Court on Proximate Cause.

Res Ipsa Loquitur—

See that title.

School Districts—

See that title.

Slander—

See Defamation.

Sidewalks—

Ice and snow injuries—

(May, 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 703-16.

Notes: Highways—Sidewalks—Liability of Municipality and Abutting Owner for Injuries Resulting from Ice and Snow.

Vicarious liability—

See Agency.

Trademark Law

In General—

See also Trade Regulation.


R. E. Sadtler, Trade-Marks.

Bibliography of Periodicals—

Bulletin of the United States Trademark Association (United States Trademark Association) 187-98 College Street, Burlington, Vt., Monthly, Nov. 1904 to date.

Newly discovered products—


R. E. Sadtler, Trade-Marks.


R. E. Sadtler, Trade-Marks.

Newly discovered products—


R. E. Sadtler, Trade-Marks.

Non-competing goods—

(April, 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 582-608.

J. Wolff, Non-competing Goods in Trademark Law.

Trade-names—

Territorial extent of—


Word-marks—

Effect of acquiring descriptive connotation—
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Comments: G. C. GRISMORE, Effect of Word-Mark Acquiring a Descriptive Connotation.

Trade-names
See TRADEMARK LAW.

Trade Regulation
In General
Anti-trust laws—
See that title.

Constitutionality—
IN THREE FEDERAL SYSTEMS—
(June, 1937) 4 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 618-45.
Notes: Unconstitutional and Free Trade in Three Federal Systems.

Intoxicating liquors—
See that title.

Motion picture industry—
C. ZOLLMANN, Moving Picture Abuses and Their Correction in the United States.

Price control—
ATTITUDES OF TRADES ON—
(June, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Pros. 375-91.
Sym. Art.: E. T. GREITHER, Solidarity in the Distributive Trades in Relation to the Control of Price Competition.

EFFECT ON NON-PRICE COMPETITION—
(June, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Pros. 355-62.

FICTION OF QUOTED PRICE—
(June, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Pros. 363-74.

Price discrimination—
IN GENERAL—HISTORY OF—
(June, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Pros. 273-300.

IN GENERAL—SYMPOSIUM ON—
(June, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Pros. 271-422.
Symposium: Price Discrimination and Price Cutting.

ANTI-TRUST LAWS AND—
(June, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Pros. 301-19.

COST AS A STANDARD FOR PRICE—
(June, 1937) 4 Law & Contemp. Pros. 321-33.

Price fixing—
See also PUBLIC UTILITIES; INTERSTATE CARRIERS; and INTERSTATE COMMERCE.

Constitutional significance of early Pennsylvania statutes—
(April, 1937) 11 Temple L. Qu. 314-29.

Prison-made goods—
NATIONAL-STATE COOPERATION IN REGULATION—
Notes: Regulation by Federal and State Cooperation of Convict-Made Goods in Interstate Commerce.

Trade morals—
(May, 1937) 6 Fordham L. Rev. 190-211.
F. I. SCHECHTER, Trade Morals and Regulation: The American Scene.

Unfair competition—
IN GENERAL—See also that title.

Federal
In General—
SINCE THE N. R. A.—
(Sept. 1936) 2 J. Marsh. L. Qu. 124-36.
Lecture Digest: M. F. GALLAGHER, Federal Industrial Regulation Since the N. R. A.

Bituminous Coal Act of 1937—
PROPOSED ACT DISCUSSED—

Child labor—
See LABOR LAW.

Commodity Exchange Act—

Federal licenses and charters—
PROPOSED O'MAHONEY FEDERAL LICENSING BILL—

Federal Trade Commission—
PROPOSED REVISIONS—

Government contracts—
WALSH-HEALEY ACT—
(Nov. 1936) 25 Georgetown L. J. 140-5.

(Nov. 1936) 5 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 66-80.

(Jan. 1937) 37 Colum. L. Rev. 102-21.

Guffey Coal Act—
Effect of Unconstitutionality—

Hours and wages—See Labor Law.

Price discrimination—
Carrier rates—

Federal Power over—

Federal Power over—State regulation and—

Hepburn Act—Commodities clause and industrial railways—

Robinson-Patman Act—See that heading this title.

Price fixing—
Hours and wages—See Labor Law.

Prison-made goods—
Ashurst-Sumner Act—

Constitutionality of acts divesting goods of interstate character—

Hawes-Cooper Act—Constitutionality—

National-State cooperation in regulation of—

Robinson-Patman Act—
In general—See also Price Discrimination this title.

State

Fair trade acts—
See also Resale Price Maintenance this title.

Milk control—
New York—


(June, 1937) 46 Yale L. J. 1389-70. Comments: Milk Regulation in New York.
Price discrimination—See also Trade Practices this title.

E. T. GREITHER, Experience in California with Fair Trade Legislation Restricting Price Cutting.


Effect of Federal power over on State regulations—See Price Discrimination this title Federal Section.


Trade practices—In General—(April, 1937) 12 Wis. L. Rev. 266-79. F. M. WYLIE, The Regulation of Trade Practices by Codes.

Trade Restraints
See Anti-Trust Laws.

Trespass

In General—See Pleading—Common Law.

Trusts and Trustees

In General—

Developments during past fifty years—(Nov. 1936) 50 Harv. L. Rev. 60-76. A. W. SCOTT, Fifty Years of Trusts.

Actions—


Exculpation clauses in—See Exculpation.

Protection for holders—See Securities Regulation.

Cotrustees—Liability of one for misconduct of other—(June, 1937) 41 Dickinson L. Rev. 229-34. Notes: A. R. APPEL, The Liability of a Trustee for Misconduct by His Cotrustee.

Express terms—Emergency power of court to change—(Dec. 1936) 15 Chicago-Kent Rev. 24-40. J. E. BRUNSWICK, The Power of a Court of Equity to Alter, Vary or Modify the Express Terms of a Trust in an Emergency.


**Legislation:** The Life Insurance Trust.  
Rule against perpetuities as applied to—  

**Powers of trustees—**  
Right to bid at foreclosure sale—  
(Feb. 1937) 21 Marquette L. Rev. 61-73. O. H. BREIDENBACK, Right of Trustee to Bid at Foreclosure Sale.  

**Restatement—**  
In General—  

**Revocation—**  
Irrevocable trusts—  

**Spendthrift—**  
Illum—  

**Termination of—**  

**Tracing trust funds—**  

**Unfair Competition**  
See also TRADE REGULATION.  

**In General—**  
Symposium on—  

**Reconsideration of basic concepts—**  

**Static and dynamic concepts of—**  

**Equitable relief—**  
(June, 1936) 1 J. Marsh. L. Qu. 292-327, and (Sept. 1936) 2 Ibid. 30-51. I. S. KOLB and W. JAFFE, Equity and the Restraint of Unfair Competition.  

**Usury**  
In General—  
MINNESOTA—  
(April, 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 585-93. Notes: Usury—What Is Usury in Minnesota?  

**Vendor and Purchaser**  
Risk of loss—  

**Veto**  
See GOVERNMENT.  

**Warranties**  
Sale of personal property—  
See SALES.  

**Washington Cases**  
Fisher's Blend Station, Inc. v. Tax...
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Greb v. King County (1936) 187 Wash. 597, 60 P. (2d) 690. (Jan. 1937) 12 Wash. L. Rev. 89-90.


Simonds' Estate, in re (1936) 188 Wash. 211, 61 P. (2d) 1302. (May, 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 763-4.


Tytler v. Pierce County (1936) 188 Wash. 229, 52 P. (2d) 32. (April, 1937) 12 Wash. L. Rev. 149.


Water Law

Interstate streams—

RIPARIAN RIGHTS IN—


WATER RIGHTS IN—

(Dec. 1936) 9 Rocky Mt. L. Rev. 21-36.

G. Cosulich, Streams of Strife.
Jurisdiction over rights—
Conflict between Federal and state courts—

Riparian rights—
(April, 1937) 21 Minn. L. Rev. 512-28. S. V. KINYON, What Can a Riparian Proprietor Do?

Transmountain Diversions—
(June, 1937) 14 Dicta, 185-94. L. LEWIS, Transmountain Water Diversions.

Wills

In General—
Legislative suggestions—

Conditional—

Execution—
Order of signing—

Estate created—
See Future Interests.

Interpretation—
Extrinsic evidence—

Powers under—
Special—See Powers.

Revocation—
By birth of child—

Testamentary capacity—
Burden of proof—

Testimony of subscribing witness concerning—

Work, Compensation

Occupational diseases—
Compensation for—
(Feb. 1937) 12 Wis. L. Rev. 198-218. W. W. RABINOVITZ, Compensation of Occu-